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ABSTRACT

A short-term training institute a$ Idaho state
University for student financial aid administrators and other student
assistance personnel was reviewed. The objectives of the lectures,
seminars, and field trips were to 111048%8C4 and specify which attitudes
and behaviors were appropriate to the role of financial aid officer
and to measure attitudinal and behavioral changes resulting from the
program. The participants were 31 financial aid administrators with
varied work experience and educational background. Pre- and posttest
attitudinal questionnaires were administered. A mid-term evaluation
questionnaire was also administered to assess the program and produce
feedback. From the data, it was concluded that the institute achieved
its objective, and the participants were satisfied. (Recommendations
and modifications for the program are discussed. The appendixes
present the program agenda, evaluation questionnaires, and a review
of federal student financial aid programs.) (BRIM
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Foreword

In l9 6V, Idaho State University was urged to c.onsider
tion under Part L, Edu.:atio

Professions Development Act

Appilka

in oiler to conduct

a training program fer financial aid administrators, an arca in which
critical need for formal training existed.

a

The request came to ISU'. ireklor

of Financial Aid, Richard Miner, from the U.S. Office of Education Region
VIII Director of Higher Education, Dr. Merle Ogle.

Idaho State was in a

good position to conduct such a training seminar since they have an outstanding
graduate program in Student Personnel Work in nigher Education.

Mr. Miner contacted the College of Education dean, Dr. Richard Willey,
and the chairman of the department of Counselor Education and Special Education.
Dr. Arthur P. Lloyd, :uncerning the matter.

They agreed enthusiastically

with the need an!. concept of training for financial aid administrators And

offered to grant graduate credit for the program provided that

it met with

their requirements and standards.

With the assistance of Dr. Donald Kline, University Director of
Institutional Research and Development, Mr. Miner wrote and submitted the
grant proposal.

Approval was forthcoming late the following spring and the

two-week Short Course for Financial Aid Administrators was held on the ISU
campus in June, 1970.

The institute dealt primarily with the "nuts and bolts"

of financial aid administration and was deemed a success by the participants.
Because of the demonstrated interest by the financial aid community,
President William E. Davis suggested that we again apply for another grant

to host a similar program the following summer.
was not favorably approved by USOL.

This proposal, howevet

.

Rejection was based primarily on lin

lack of adequate evaluation of the training program.

Undantod, we submitted a third proposal the following year, 1971,
basing this proposal un our experiences of the 1970 program and correcting
the weaknesses of the 1971 application.

We proposed to move away from the

fundamentals of financial aid administration and explore instead the pyschology, sociology and economics of the disadvantaged/minority student,
the very student for whom the federal aid programs are designed to assist.

Also, we wished to emphasize counseling aspects and counseling techniques
as related to financial aid generally and specifically to the disadvantaged.

This approach was decided upon after analyzing the reaction of the 1970
participants toward this group of students when we became convinced th.'t

FAO's generally have little or no experience in understanding the special
needs of these students.

We had also discovered that many financial aid

administrators have no concept of counseling techniques and indeed that
many do not even view their roles as that of counselors.

The design of our proposal purposely lacked a strong emphasis on the
federal programs and their regulations.

We felt that three of the ten

days devoted to review would adequately give participants a common ground
to begin exploring the socio-economics and pyschology of the disadvantaged
as related to financial aid.

Field trips to a nearby Indian reservation

and migrant labor camp would give participants the opportunity to become
acquainted with living conditions of disadvantaged students and thus have
better insight into their special problems.

After we received approval of our proposal, USOE, Region X Senior
Program Officer. Mr. Ed Baseheart, suggested that we consider including as

I

participants tri-. program personnel, that is, Upward Bound, Talent
and Special Services.

1

I

Search

Since these had been brought into the newly created

Division of Student Assistance, his suggestion was well received and a
grant adjustment made to include ten participants from this arca of the
40 approved slots

Based or the rejection of the previous year's application, we budgeted
for a professional analysis of the training program and requested Dr. Cliff
Bryan, Assistant Professor of Sociology at Idaho State University to conduct
the study.

Through the Public Employment Program (PEP), we were able to

assign two senior sociology students to assist Ur. Bryan in conducting this
study.

Their report follows.

Although Dr. Bryan has acknowledge assistance that he received,

I

would be remiss in not taking this opportunity to add my thanks and appreciation to others without whom it would have been impossible to host this
training program.

Particular appreciation goes to Bennadinc Kicker, Talent

Search Director at ISU and Roy Urrea, student counselor

from that office.

Their assistance made the very sensitive field trips v reality.

Dr. Ople

and Ed Baseheart were extremely helpful, and Tom Monahan and Jim Nelson
presented outstanding sessions during the short course.

Dr. Martin Brooks,

counseling pyschologist and formerly a finvncial aid officer, provided
added .nsight into the counseling aspect as well as invaluable assistance
in general administration.

Without Dr. Lloyd's interest, it would not

have been possible to provide graduate credit for participants.
It simply is not possible to list all those whose interest and
assistance made the training program what I consider to be a success.
Suffice to say, you are appreciated.

My very special and personal thanks are extended to the financial
aid staff.

David C. Blackwell

Director of Financial Aid
Idaho State University
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Statement of the Problem
From July 9 to 21, 1972, an intensive
"Thort-Term Training rrograrn fbr

training insti tute

tudent rinancial

Other Student Assistance Personnel"

)nc:urted Ii

I/10,1

nater

And

idrlho H-Ate

The first major purpose of this conference
was to provide th part icinants
with a better understanding of the
various services performed by f i
nanc LI I
aid administrators. The second malor
purpose was to inPlement and (1-ordinate present policies and to discuss
recent policy innovAtion!:
financial aid administration.

In order to attain these rener,11 (*-1,

iv,-

the program was designed to include the
following features:
1.

A review of existing Federal
programs, including both financi.fl
aid and student special services.

2.

An exploration of the special problems
of disadvantaged
students.

3.

To develot> an awareness of other
supportive services and

agencies.
4.

To encourage members of the
program to develop and express
personal and institutional philosophies
of financial aid.
1

The field of- financial aid hap mil
nref-c-ssional deve lorr-!ent.

r
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tate T:ni-!er!=it'? was ih:tit.:ted

n hn

hetter undetanding of the nro:-Le7::, relited tc-)
tion.

-

It is the intent of thit; r,-:.s.ear,Th Project

which certain objectives of this Pn.-)Fr',117: were nuceenfl.11y
It in the direct concern. of- th

-art:cular evalu,itifln repr)1

examit- hr.Jrh ihe hehavicr xv! tho atti-t

patcd in the sharc-term ProJram.

nt

In

controversial areas within the field hf 'InanciAl aid admihitratien
which a!,e to be explored and discussed Yithin this,

Thee for

tud,!.

include:
1.

Tc

It

extent rye Financ'll aid adrThitur,; hip:ed--

f(Aahr,! or arain:3t--laino1'itv rroup student:.?

that they are, what axe the di.menien

lf

it

Iouhl

of favflpable or

Iii-

favorable prejudice and what are the reason h?
?.

What role does counseling Play with recrard to the nositinn

of the financial aid office::

to
3.

What importuner is assigned'.

this function by aid administrators?

What criteria are emnloyed by financial aid officerl in the
administration of loans, work-study programs, and grants?
Do they tend to favor one tyre of financial aid nackape
-ver the others; and, if so, for what reasons?

4.

What are the educational and experiential bakgrounds of
financial aid officers?

,

Do these appear to be adenuate

for this particular tvne
role:

whit extent lo financial aH

T!*''

arH -ther influences exerted Iv yari(m:-

;

ih'ide and Out` de of the fl!*.t,

they

feel

set apart from the Univer7ity?

Ar

they

as if the,/ must function in accor.! with th,-

the University administration?
there a consensus arnrill 'inancial aids personn(-'I rorat4iing

national objectives, or is ther

a feeling that

and

objectives should be determined at a anon - localized or rog,ional level?

With these general questions as well as several others ;.11

mirp1,

i/

the intent of this project to assess the impact or the short - terry ti lining
prop ran throurth the administration of nuestionna1res, personal interviews.

and with participant observation on behalf of thP resParch investioator
Through the

procedures, it is the

rention of the inveticator:

accomplish the followinp objective- :
1.

To measure and specify certain current climate-; of opinion
among. financial aid officers regarding which kinds nf-

attitudes and behaviors are annropriate to the ro]c, n4the financial aid officer.
2.

To assess the extent to which various attitudinal and
behavioral changes may have occurred an a result of the
short -term training program.

3.

To evaluate the extent to which the short-term training
Program may have net or failed to have met its formal
objectives.
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willine to work for the opportunity to attar-

10
11

Adorn and Stethens, 22.
loc. cit., D. 209.

13-

7r

--.

a student am) is un-

'rte

not dp-.-rve

the rlitance to obtain a degree.

ri arprument is likely to be ramtered lv others--in!

e, h-

troversv will perhaps be based upon notions rePap!inr the tr,le

'Le

university as well as whether the financial aid offici should fun, lion
an agent of social change.

Henrv12 has made a comparison r14 the 1(

f

performance of students who worked part -tire with tho.e who did h(o.

concluded that employment up to 15 hours does not adver;elv At'eet
grade point averages at any ability level and that part-tinp won)

thdent
ih

moderation can provide additional sources of income without ondanctm-ihr
classroom Performance.

Schlekat,13 who found that qocioecnnorie

-t

is in important variable in financial aid decisions, concluded tht the
student of a lower income background seems more likely to receive A lo.th
or a job than a grant or a scholarship.

In other words, this surre,Itn

I

kind of pattern in which lower-class students are mere likely to a:sume
indebtedness in the form of a loan or to have to work their way thrnuph
college while more fortunate students may be the recipients of scholarships.

These different arguments may be based on several different ass' MTtions which should be brought into consideration:
1.

On What basis can the claim be made that students "waste"
from 15-20 hours per week?
defined?

How is the term "wasted" to be

Metre are some persons, for example, who would

124enry, Joe B., "Part-Time Employment and the Academic Performance
of rresNmen," The Journal of College Student Personnel, 8:4 (July 1967),
pp. 257-260.
13Schlekat, (,eorge A., "Financial Aid Decisions .And the ".Odds -wvomlo
Class of Applicants," The Journal of College Student Personnel, 4 :1 kMav
1968), pp. 146-149.

claim that drinking in barf;

:h

of wating time; others woul!

H

",;;T

-la:-

the krreaer learning ext,erienees -11rht ciecur with

activities.
2.

Tne basic a-ument is ,Idvance: tf it student-, %.;11

strated potential, hi'. mc:ilitv

rir tienc.

hih derft-4,c

o' commitment, and a hiph level of moti 'ati,. --hut
to settle for what the':
r.er-ts for `inancial a

in ge.---t!
ir

so!. w

'h.

I

1»

;

at these are the t-:th-s
.71(-oessfu1

cr

thr

admini.7-rator.

may be -.1at motivated student

with

.igh

tions and who give evidence of a hipl. oerfort.,nce

I.

in the academic arena are "P.afe :ls" for fir Inciaj
The prantiny of aid to such -,tudilltr; in 14.ko

wqr.ftri by a hiph "success ratio"

i

thne cH

finaLcial aid endeavor.; might br Flieflf;od

or

the basis of the number of clients who

tr' I.

re-

in which
vllutto,' LP

The

selection of such students calln -)ut the "hir. ris1" cate-

gories and possible evidence of "'ailpre" on

.ehalf of the

financial aid personnel.
4.

The granting of aid to those stunents who demonstrate
superior motivation, academic nntiential and hipb aspira-

tions may be seen as the aclmowledpement and recovnitim
of existing pools of talent.

Hy allocating

ard- to

those who already Mve desirable attitudinal confi-x-atinns,

of her "; are imored and ri-jeel

:r ore

P.

the name of onualitv of od,icational
arPu:tent that coller--

none th-

.and urllver>.l.ti

ill

new

rl+tlet

i

itet ihthal:

following the traditional nattern cc !-,e-iArvt;_tvin

th,!

rewarding previously exi:7ting talent.
5.

The notion of "settling for whatever ne can get" mav be
very questionable in '.le social climate of today.

e'd officers can relate many similar exneriences,
actual examnle may Je illustrFtiye:
studeh4: was promise,:

a `lac'

prant in a sm.--,11

rinanc-!-1,ht. onv

Nigerian
colleve.

,r

his arrival, he was given a work- stu -,.' program- -the work
involver! pulling weeds out of camnus flower gardens for
small hourly wage.

A

In his own mind, he -11d this as a con-

tinuing evidence of the caste-system of black-white relationships in this nation; he was tie only menial student worker
in public view, his wages were considerably lower than those
of the regular campus prounds-keepers
working alone.

,

anc" he often wound lir

He became very bitter and 'mit,- anti-

American--and this is hardly the objective of
student exchange program.

foreign

Such behavior on behalf of

financial aid administraTors can create more social problem
than they resolve.
Althoupti many empirical studies and much of the nontPrry-lrar.

center upon the problems of public high school

naint

picture of the possibilities of correcting trgftne
flOPOU

(or even :istant) 'Uture, some cc the am' icec reviewed

iismeL

withir
till

th,lt firvineiii aid n.fir'ern
car

!. t

(

fltv-111.!

."nn

t

Aract Q1' ,

t

(IS 1(

4

It

da. of rasearch indicat-- that many loWer-inr-_,me
groun students come from high

in which there are fewer

poorer teachers, an undesirabl,

materials, and inadequate

nh1(,r'..-

.

7]imate, anticited !,0,1,!ing
.

Again, there is little reaon

believe that even the most well-1:7-entioned of high
1001 administrator!:
have the Dower to remedy these 1-17:_tions--and it oni%' follows
that the
graduates of sucl.. high schools

achievement,
promise.

*-1peS & -,-tracter, and -less-than-obvious future

Sever

such studel.:

he characterize! by lower academic

-he author-5-

viewed claim that the adrs!;ion of

,Lts in the low.,,-ing of academic standards--an argument

which was first penularized by -iro Agnew in his attacks
unon the
University of Michigan for devi,t-inff recrdting nuotas 4 or minority mrour
student nopulations.

It must b

rececmized, however, that because certain

requirements might be reduced f-r admitting students into
a university, it
does not necessarily follow thar-renuirements would be
reduced for
graduation.

If the university is to function as an agent of social charm p,

the responsibility falls unon

instill motivation, to enhance

asnirations, and to create talerr and skills necessary for the granting of
formal educational degrees and credentials.
It is in this area, then, r-..at the attitudes of counselors--an.!
their

perceptions of the roles that thw. Should slaw--mav be crucial.

10 they

14moon,

Rexford (;., Jr., "Student Aid in a Decade of Decision."
College Student Personnel Work in the veers Ahmed, nordon
Knopf (0(1.).
Washinrton, D. C.: The American CrOlnew Personnel Assoeirktion,
1(*.
pp. 60-68.
-

,w their positions as being a positive force for
outcomes night be Predicted from their actions.

;Two. (ort 'in

Tf, however, the,. or-brace

the philosophy that only those students who are already character-iod 1'v

"white middle class values should be aided, it can be expected that
minority groups and disadvantaged societal members will remain an
excluded group in terms of formal educational attainment.
Some of the problems in this area have been explored by other
authors, and the relationships between financial aid officers and members
of minority groups have drawn some criticism.

McClellan15 says that much

more than the mere availability of funds is needed if black, Puerto Rican
and Mexican-American students are to attend college.

It is his contention

that students must be recruited while they are still in high school and
they must be helped to stay in college once they are there.

Consequertiv,

this means that these students will need snecial counseling, tutoring,
remedial efforts and perhaps reduced course loads (note this in onmnarison
to other observations that students waste from 15-20 hours ner week).
Furthermore, it is advocated that financial aid officers muit become an
integral part of the recruitment process--even to the extent r

brinPinp

to the college an "aggressive young Afro-American with his own rprruitinp
staff."16

Again, as opposed to the ar.;:uments of other authors that

students should be happy with what is available to them, McClellan argues
that disadvantaged students Should not be admitted to the University
UNLESS they can be GUARANTEED financial aid throughout the duration of

15MoClellan, Frank, "A Black Student's Reaction to the Present System
of Financial Aid," Financing Equal OPportunity in Higher Education, New
York: College Entrance Domination Board, 1970, pp. 16-19.
16Ibid.

his enrollment.

17

This can be seen aF 3 necessary step to mitigate agtil:-t

the broken promises which so often hay

caused the risinF exnectatcon-

111(1

the resultant frustration that so many 7 these people have faced in
several previous attempts to intervene on their behalf.
The logic behind McClellan's arFuments are supported by 14011ii's investigation18 in which it was found that white student-, haJ a mon- nr,-,itive reaction toward financial aid administrators than did blac, 'Itudonis.
Black students tended to be much more necrative towani counselors' attennt,

to establish a rapport.

Bellia found that many students felt as if they

were being treated as "cases" rather than as individualsand this; it
particularly likely to be the situation given that the student feels the
counselor relates to him primarily on the basis of prior "academic
achievement," "motivation" and "future potential" as generally assessed
and processed in terms of standardized test scores and numerical sC7-iiing

and admissions procedures.

For many students, the awardinF of some type

of financial aid may have a psychological impact in that it may be'

10011

as a vote ck confidence, expecially if it is in the form of seholarshin,l."
The mean: process of granting or refusing to grant financial aid to a

needy student can have an impact upon his education career.
As is apparent from the literature reviewed to this Point, it is
clear that the financial aid officer occupies a key role in the university.
He is in a unique position in that he may be an agent of social chancre or

17McClellan, oft. cit.
1 8Bellia, Anthony J., "Variations im the Response of Black and White

Students in Their Relationship with the Financial Aid Counselor," The
Journal of Student Financial Aid, 1:2 (November 1971), pp. 42-43.
19Kimball, Roland B., "No Scholarship Help?,' The Personnel and
(iidance Journal, 46:8, (April 1968), pp. 782-785.

It

of the status quo; he may enhance students' educat 'nal a:,piratinry.1 nr,

contribute to their levels of anxiety; he may spell thr, different,' in

the completion of a college career or the early termination.

His r',1A-

tionships with other university agencies and personnel are also of key
importance.

Although he is not a member of the business office staff,

he must deal constantly with the bursar, the comptroller and the
treasurer aL.1 should understand their problems if he expects to fulfill
his own role.

Often he may be the advocate of the student against the

fiscal and budgetary officers.

He must also work with the admissions

staff and know their goals and procedures.

In this capacity, he must

work beyond the admissions office by helping and counseling students
four or more years after they have been recruited and must help them
buffer their dealings with the money men. 20

In fulfilling this complex role, the financial aid officer must also
cope with many different social problems and academic issues.

In the

following section, several of these issues are identified and discussed,
especially as they work to influence the role of the financial aid
officer and the students that are likely to be his clients.

Social and Academic Issues Involved in Financial Aid Administration
As has been previously mentioned, the formalized field of financial
aid administration is relatively new in the area of education.

Thi-

reflected by the fact that there are very few professional journals in
the field, that few workshops have been held throughout the nation, that
there is no national code of ethics, and that most of the training for

20Dickson, Douglas R., "Do You Believe Any of These Ten Myths About
Financial Aid?" College Board Review, 73 (Fall 1969), pp.

financial aid officers has been that of on-the-job training.

As

true

i

in any new occunational or educational area, a new -liscipline brings
with it new problems.

One of the major problems that is attached to financial aid administration in colleges and universities revolves around the general

eoro-

nition that formal education is one of the few remaining avenues of vertical mobility.

Few young people are currently able to set un their own

businesses, begin farming, or to establish their own enternrises.

More

and more, the only way in which a youn, nerson can obtain a job is to

become somehow Qualified by attaining some type of formal higher education.

Since this is the case, the majority of the population has begun

to view access to higher education as a ripht rather than a privilege.
At this noint in history, nearly 50 percent of all college -are nersons dr
enroll in some kind of institution of hipher education.

There are,

however, several grouns of neople who have exnerienced a great deal ol
difficulty in enrollinp in college- -same cannot afford it; sore come from

high schools which have not adequately prepared them for college work:
some perhaps do not know how to take necessary steps toward college
enrollment; and there are probably some who do not know if they should
undertake the risk.

Again, in our nation, there is an increasing commitment to the
notion of equality of educational opportunity.

Since education is a ripht,

and since education is almost a necessity for occupational placement and
success, all persons should have an equal opportunity to pursue hipher
education degrees.

On the other hand, it is well known that this onror-

tunity has been denied to many disparate groups of notential students.
a massive attempt to resolve this basic problem, financial aid offices

Tn

hrive heen established in many oolleges and univer litio-.

For i very 'irre group of potentiAl students, the finAncitl
ailministrator holds the key for the opportunity to put-olp

,,h

Hon, i.e., it is the financial Aid officer who ic to Iv;s1Arnv the

.1--

tw,r1-

--,ibility of providing an entity that many claim is 1 hAsic human
It

is this feature of the job that rroomkin21 claims mikes the fir,. in

i

Aid officer important as well AS rotentiallv danrernue to the wh,,h.
of the American nation.
;0c) long as college attendance was the privilege of A limited niwoq.-

tion of the population, it was sufficient that it proceed with relAtivolv
As C^OeSS to higher education has assumed

little public monitoring.

progressively greater importance for increasing numbers of monle,
however, there has been a new oommdtment to examine the process And to
make a public Accountink of the outer-Ire.

Most Authors" (sere. that litth

now known and much more munt be known about Almission to onlleo

the r

if

ir; to be any hope of moving tower d the societal obier.tiver, nw

gaining public acceptance.
oollege admissions they
Philosophy.

Willinpham" asserts that in the Area clf

has been a shift from a scholastic t() a spiet.0

The traditional scholastic view implied restrictive oblmissicln.

traditional curricula, and close attention to aradeptir standArd* and
preparation.

This philosophy, which has been historic:411v dominAnt in

moat institutions, bore the imnlications that oollepe wrs deeiened for

71

Frooikin, Joseph, "Is Conventional Financial Aid Obsolete"
Collefe Board Review, Summer 1961, p. S.
22

Wi11 inOham, Warren W., TresAcceas Mahar Education. New York:
College Entrance Examination Beard, 1970.

"Loc. cit., p. 9.
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nee 'v ,'t_Lident rwt

limit his choice of rollegee to those nearpst his hore.

Tr tho oxtent

that nearhy colleges are chararterized by hivh tuitions and selective
alimi.:siogr,, such a potential studetlt is dnied ,tor#,v.ibilitv to hi`
cat ion.

This is a fact that most persons do acknowlodve,

The ec

appears to be rooted in What, if anything, should be .ione about it,

Agnew24 claims that there Are two method, by whicil
students are being swept into college "on a wnvP of the new socialism":

24nriro 1. Arnow on College Admissions," Collevo Hoard Review,
'mine 1970, pp. 17-1C.
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'.'hl
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0+

fie r)1
o
rloin
we
;t,
Liberal academicians) decided that a L.n11,,o.. nr un;-,
'01,1
(.loco ten'
should double as A 'settlement house.
.^111
!
1.
!MAO that Negre or culturally deprived VOIINi-t('T"
usull
vrI9eth.
advdtted to first class colleges;, without

',Ate! our own .Pricultio- thr,

t

i

quisite.';, the escalation bewail.

From iwrpw's nerspective, anv student--disudvant
members or not--should not be admitted to college if ho do's not moot
certain standarlized academic requirements; furthcrrvre,

i

i:;

C`:1,11!71. J

that the pructice of admittinw unquLtlified ;tudonts and subsequently
fluni,ing them out i; unfair.

Agnew, who espoulcs a belief in a "nitural

aritocra(v." 'Inhol4; the traditional natterr of noloctiv
A';

i nrwmatio tool

opposition.

id -

tr) nurtaiv, rind to advan.

riatur,1 ari,:tocracy through the rioorous demand

petitiun."

cnilpo

nf

intolloctull oottl-

This particular tyre of argument hal drawn a groat (1011 n!
Astin,25 for example, states that Agn.A.,1 only reiterates one

of the fallacies commonly used to sunnort the concept or selective admisions; that academic stan(lanis are somehow determined by admission
standarfis.

N;tin makes the point that if this were indeed the case,

there would be no need for colleges to award degrees nor to assign grades
nor to even assume any responsibility for educating the

would simply serve as talent scouts and certification

2 5Astin, Alexander W., "Responses to Spiro Agnew on Colleve Admissions," College Board Review, 76, Summer 1970.
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do with the ;0 who are not members ol the "natural

to only two alternatives:

t-o go into the armed set.'

,,T,t

t(,

)

tali( h

.tem,

wan ,lesipted for a very select group of young, neori-

lode arnii-

ciible to the needs of a masnive heterogeneous hod"'

exnressing some doubt of the feasibility of this

Hat(11.

;on':

He raises the question of whether our edlIca*

In

er0.

,Isrlertn

that our present financial aid system has evolved

--,

is to

provide for many a kind of education which was den

few.

nr

hp claims that it is working fairly well wit
which it was designed, it is "hooked to a rocket V.

nlv ono

din-ction and which is loadt,d with passengers who w

, many

directions."

I

!le In(

n:ovrensivoly

and researhertA, but there

many

')

F

Again, it provides assistance only to

who make the,

socially accepted choice of going to college; there is Little help ayaiable for those who might try to undertake an alternative career.
Needless to say, students from low incare families need all the

help they can get to go to oollege27 The kinds of help that they
receive, however, can create certain kinds of problems.

2FTiatch, William T., "Could This Financial Ai(
Student Unrest?" College Board Review, 72, Summer 19t
27

As more and

f nd
,

8.

Hanford, neorge H., and Nelson, James F., "Federal Student loan
The Dangers are Real," College Board Review, Spring 197P,

Policies:
p. 18.
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saliency in view of various ph_L.osoPhical anc

surround national or-orities.

controversies which

Air nation if; nrseT

dedicated to the

financing of education that remards particinatic-

military effart2P Air enterprise which in and

into

luestion).

r supports the
is being caller
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Ttis is exem017-ied by (1) our --

student

Jsidize- nar-ionmi military ammommies, (7%

28Sidar, Uessmde G., Jr
Higher Education," iricJAege Boar
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di7--tly excluded from triee types of funding:
inv7:2ved in military e'fflrts.

There are sever

as A reSUlt of this current policy of student
of the militaa^i

_

t,

_

it

ce',

in the first place,

the major militarY academies (5162 minim) is
that provided for the entire National Defer.

million), and this figure does not includr
graduate institutes of the three major

:.-'

th(-

roFram
he

or the

star'

The n:

Bill for the pas-1' academic year '.7as: apprcximatel-

Tt

been conservatively estimated that the Public bi2

nt for

years of education in the major military academi

1,n0n;

figures does not include pro-rated shares of the

ur

-wsical plant

facilities:30

To the extent that there is a commitment to
and equal access to higher education, it -lust
Who have or are currently involved in the military: of'

74- oPportunit,
!'..4Pd that male-

wear to

have "more equal" opportunities than is the case wish -rtter Potential
students.

`3Ibid.

at there may be a shit' in national rrioritie7,
'lens would not be solve: mer.-lv by
potential studer+-..

--le re will

none,: mr.,
-till be 14.,, 1,!,A

2011epe to the needs and interects r-'4

the individull

arris31 indicates, students will need several "resoureet,,'
pus to help them overcome their special problems- -any'

it

_7ecar-Able that one of these uncles will have to be the finan,-ill

a

off

'Ir.

By

-:al problems," Harris means that there are certain uninuc'

pr=iem
th

ha- a lower-class adolescent is likely to face in adartinP to

midc ---class environment of college.

One adjustment problem peculiar

to this -vre of student may be his intensified apprehension unon

approac-In the campus.

To him, the campus is often identified with

certain people that he has met in the past--men who sit stoiclv behind
massive, i:mpressive desks and who live in aloof, clean, quiet suburbs.

not feared these people, he has felt crude and uncomfortable

Whey: he

in tneir

- phisticated presence.

Such perceptions of the white middle

class on Jehalf of the poorer adolescent often produces reactions of
se-ilit.? and hostility; and this perception is likely to affect his
relatiomship to the campus.

Another adjustment problem for many lower-class students. especially
those from rural or semi-rural areas, concerns the strength of familial
ties.

If, for example, graduating from college means that the graduate

becomes s member of the middle class, then success in college for the
disadvantaged student almost inevitably leads to some degree of

iris, Jahn W., "New Role for the Aid Officer: 'Resourceful
Uncle'

3olleee Board Review, 67, Spring 1968, D. 24.

from his family.

Suci-

a s-

lead -.im--but he is inrne,

-av
lwar.

Jill be away from that wh:
source 0.

middle

7.__:oport.

son

This is quite differ -nt -rom t

;itua-.

who is merely fulfilling =amily

-,ectat: )r.

succeedinr in college.

Certain kinds of cultural values may also result in con4L-disadvantlged students enter the campus.

Chicanos, for example.

v:-

!-

taught that it is improper for a person of subordinate status tr

superior directly in the eye--to glance iownwan! upon being addresse
the Drape- way to express deference.

Little CI-Ill('

.1 do not look adu:--.

in the er- when being spoken to--to do so would imp .y in7-Apordination.

This stancs in marked contrast to riddle class norrT]; tr _ook someone in
the eve wtlile talking to them implies honesty, -inceritv. cony2ction.

trust-wcrthiness and self-reliance.

0.. the nth

hand, t- look away

indicative of dishonesty, orevaricatic:.. cowardice, and uLterior me- VP..
A Chicano student, as an illustration. might armly for a :_ertain am- nt

of money from a financial aid officer.

The officer in turn would loc

the applicant in the eye and ask, no vou REALLY need that much mioner-''

The Chicano, in granting deference in accord with the manses ir whic- -)
has been socialized, would look dcunmor- and answer affirmativeiv.
financial aid officer,

given that he is =familiar with such sub-

cultural minvsical expressions, might conclude that this shifty -eyed

Chicano was lying and consequently deny his request.

Such misinternee-

tations of communi^amicns are quite lanky to increase the wsnecial
problem- of adjustment for this particular student.
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1111% mcrease trie Nriecial rriblems" of such ctucerts.

/11.1ris, air

Thera are but a few of -,- 7ocial And academi
faced by financial aid amministrators .17. the forthcoming Yea!

in discussinc expected :uture

pred_'_cted an increas in,

on accountat--ity and on "harr. nosed research."

He clearly e7nna.

th,,e point that financial aid 77"icer- are doing to have TO de so

,:

rigorous methodological studies in order to legitimatize the 7rofe-_on.

As the currert investigators have discovered, the appears t

be 1. ttl-

work .;_n this area as of yet; as other surveys have indicatec. then-

nrt much support among financial aid officers either for con Jr-tinr

researct nor for learning to interpret the findings.
Such attembts at empirical research shall be needed ewf-, more
the future. for as Nelson predicts, tNeTe will probably be 11101V

Proerams instituted by both the federa_ and state government
to better serve the needs of students
whole_

-Inr.n

-miler

= the education_..

One of the major problems in tn= area of

..ilimanc711 a

acooma:ng tc Nelson, is that there are rev students wr

are -ot inf-lrme

About the virmismeary procedures for obtaimp financial a-,Ri7-rance; F--m

his pergreCT*Me, this is one of the mar- important areas for the orwv,I,
tretion of the efforts of financial aic officers
such as t1'

=mild be wry helpful ir

iesearch in arem;

efining and locaeina tarre't

populations end in detammininr *hid% kindm of finarictA

aid packars

adewt be the most aPpmmpriimar far di:Moment kind o' students.

Primr

3111alson., James E., "Rsonet Conommosional Action and the New
Legislation," discussion oresented at Ihort-Thonn Training Proerem for
Student Financial Aid Administrators and Other Student Aseitamce
Personnel. Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho. July
1977.

th-r-

research by Bryan and Erickson, 34 for examnle, indicates thAt

discrepancy between students' educational aspirations and Mans:
school student may aspire (desire or like) to vo to dnller-e, but he dcwT,
point.

not plan (expect or intend) to do so for various reasons.

it is a moot question to be answered by empirical procedus it the nrovision of financial aids might have an impact upon the fulilIment of
student aspirations for college attendance.

Kimba1135 has taL'n a stpn

in this direction in finding that the availability or absence

,-)r small

scholarships does not alter students' educational plans: but Fltc'n And
nr,-vinusly

Rose36 suggest that the granting of scholarships is related
defined levels of academic ability (i.e., the traditional sci-Ir

approach to providing college accessibility) .

En nirical -tan ;hould bc,

conducted to determine the impact of more recent 'inancial aid -)rrwrarrr
and packages; future trends in financial aid shall demand tha4- this

of evaluative research be done.

Many of the issues which have been discussed in this section were the

focal concerns of various discussions and presentatnn- proferred in
Short-term training program.

These issues, defined tw nerusjnr thp

able relevant literature, provided the basis for TIN! item incluo,
the questionnaires filled out by the program participants.

'

in

The procedur.--

emplo9ed for the program evaluation are described in Charter Two and th'
findings are presented and discussed in Chanter Three.

3'Brvan, Clifford E., and Erickson, Edsel L., "rorecast;nr Student
Dropout: The Utility of Academic Aspirations and Plans," Education and
Urban Society, 2:4, (August 1970), pp. 433-458.
36Kimball, Roland B., "No Scholarship Help?," et. cit.

36Elton, Charles T., and Rose, Harriet A., "Personality Characteristics of Male Scholarshin Recipients," College Student Personnel, 8:4,
(July 1967), pp. 261-264.

CHAFTE Two

ISTHOLOLLYN

In this chapter, information is presented concerniny various
characteristics of the participarts, the location and the facilities in

which the training program was conducted, th' procedures emmloved for
the collection of the data, and -4-le tyres of statistics which were tined
for analysis.

Site of the study
The training Program for the financial aid administrators and
other student assistance personnel waF held at Idaho State University
in Pocatello, Idaho.

Most of the presentations and discussions were

conducted in two large conference rooms located in the Idaho State
University Student Union; other informal programs were held in local
parks or assumed the form of field trins to various neighboring communities (e.R., migrant labor camps, the Fort Hall Reservation, etc.).
The participants were housed in a campues dormitory and were fed in the

Student Union Building; therefore, it can be said that the program was
structured in such a manner that very close and intensive group interaction was ensured throughout the two week period.

Sample

It was originally intended that the program participants would
consist of experienced financial aid officers located in the Region X
area.

When invitations were sent out, however, it was discovered that

29
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the majority of these persons had attended similar wnrkshons ,lmetime
during the past two years period.

Furthermore, these persnm quove,lt,.!

that new personnel in their own offices would be more likely to bonetit
Consequently, the list of per-

from the short course training program.

spective participants was expanded to include inexperienced as well a,:

experienced financial aid officers throughout Region X and VIII.

As a

result, there were nine participants with no experience at all in
financial aid administration, eight persons with less than one year of
working exnerience, fifteen who had worked from one to three years, and
only one with more than four years of experience.

This diversity of

job-related experience worked to enhance the interaction of the participants - the climate of opinion ranged from expressions of idealism
by the beginners to that of the hardened pragmatist.
In addition to work experience, ttere were several other
differences among the group participants.

The age distribution ranped

from 20 to over 50 years of age; the modal age fell somewhere between
26 and 35 (N = 19).

One fourth of the participants were females.

There was a scattered representation of chicanos,

Indians and blacks,

but the majority were white.
The educational backgrounds varied considerably.

Of the 36 par-

ticipants, 39 percent had majored in one of the areas of the social
sciences; 25

percent had majored in education; 22 percent had been

educated in either business or accounting; and 14 percent had received
their training in the physical sciences.

Six persons had not vet

acquired a B.A. and one person had received a Ph.D.

The largest

majority held M.A. degrees (44 percent) and 36 percent held at least

31

a B.A. depree.

The vast majority of the respondents (R3 perrent) planned

to continue their formal educational traininp.
from ,:',5,000 to over $17,000 per year

Thrir groirip, ,,nr,d

the averaPe in(nurl f,!11 Igf14,011

$9,000 and $11,000.

The majority of the participants resided in the peopraphical area
which includes Washington, Idaho, Utah and Montana (58 percent); 11

percent were from the Dakotas, Colorado or Alaska; and the remainder
were from Pennsylvania and New York.

The largest percentage of par-

ticipants (50 percent) worked in four -year public colleges and

universities; 24 percent were employed in public junior colleges; 15

percent in private four-year colleges; nine percent in private junior
colleges; and two percent were employed by vocational-technical schools.

While 30 percent of the respondents stated that they held no
additional positions other than that of financial aid officers, 3
percent indicated that they maintained additional teaching or administrative duties.

Twenty-six percent served as counselors in addition

to their financial aid administration duties and an additional ten
percent held other various additional nositions.

The program participants had been employed in a number of diverse
occuoational areas prior to their becoming financial aid officers.

Approximately 42 percent of the respondents had taught school or were
directly involved in the field of education.

Seventeen percent had

been employed in business or accounting; eleven percent came from
clerical or sales work backgrounds and the remaining 30 percent were
either involved in unskilled labor or had been students prior to
their entry into financial aids.

These figures corresnond to those

ostri by rAsezza" which indicate that i inrr ner-entir
(ffficers ar drown from the fields of otetwAtinn mr.1

Procmdwobn
The finding's of this study are primarily banes WrIn A nre-t.-7t.

Post-test, and participant nbeerwition nroceduren.

The Feiner.%)

intern.

the pre-test wee to ascertain various ettituden end emininne e,s

dents prior to the workshop.

the pre-test consisted of oupstiorr

to elicit stenderd bicerechical data no') each partirinaht, 4S attitudinA,

itens constructed an
With 1

Likart-type *nal. (responses reread 'rpm 1

Stronrly home; S

quAleti0M0 (See Appendix 11) .

the first day of the Prearen.

trl I.

Stranelv Disarms). end six omen owtddiel

This nueetionraire was ease-adeinisterro nn
Due on the fact thmt many of the nmrti,i-

Pants were inexperienced an the j, it me anticipated thmt thin %multi
be their first emposure to eeweral ?actors that the musetinnnairm wmm

desired to assess.

nor- this reason, it woes ewriefited thAt the Argyern

to eewerea onset ions would consist of 1Don't Mae and "Undecided,*
ree00111101.

After the tarot week cif the nrogren, a mid-true wyaluatinn
conducted (S.. Appendix C).

Aild,

The basic Purpose of this nuesticensire wmm

to provide feedback to the program director. by amessoino pirticipipo
reaction to various discussions, presentations, field trips. etc.

The

respondents also depressed various suimestions and ideas for the tunes
of aSpreedhes that they desired for the following week.

lortiouler iimmtrummt _ implored 4M

Since thin

feedback esChenise, it is not

Samersis, names L., 'Caw Potterns of TimancL41 kidm Diractnrw."

BILAnaifilmattandiLikl, 1:, (lovelhor len).

used for extensive analysis in this reportthe reactions of the recnr,n-

lentq to various aspects of the proem+ Are presenW in Tahle6

p! 1

in Chapter Three.

The post-test consisted once main of various AttitudinAl ifisir;--thy

sew questionnaire and the SAM tedhniques were employed AR in the
test (See Appendix 61).

In this manner, it wee into!~ to measure prrNip

attitudinal dhows which might be attributed to the impact of th.. woe*
shop.

-

The participants, Who were tenerally very cooperative with the

research investigators, were entreated to answer as thoughtfully And
honestly as possible.

Hence, the reliability and validity of these scales

must be accepted at face vslue and are, Perhaps, a function of the in-

tegity of the respondents.

At the same time, a second instrument

assessed reactions of participants to the content of the previous week "s

presentations and solicited sun metals for future nrorrems.

The-%0

responses are presented in Tables S and 6 in ChAnter Three.

The primary data collection instruwants the pre-test And the nnsttest were designed to assess attitudes and opinions About certain nori,11

and political issues involved in the field of financial aid administration.

The project directors had also constructed a knowledoe and infor-

mstion inventor (see Appendix D) which wee also administered.

This

particular instrument was intended to assess certain cognitive rather
than affective factors.
The information from the basic data collection instrument?' was coded
and purified on ISM cards.

The analysis wee conducted with the help of

the personnel at the Idaho State University Computer Center.

The

majority of the findings are based upon percentaee and freoumncv distributions so that the reader mot more easily interpret them.

Where

necessary, correlation matrices, contingency coefficients and othor
appropriate parametric and non-parametric statistics have been emrloved.

CHAPTER IIIREE

FINDINGS

In this chanter, the attempt has been made to employ rather simple

statistics and a low-level, straight-forward type of analysis in order
to facilitate interpretation for a reading audience with a diverse background in terms of simple percentage and frequency distributions.

In

general, the major oonoern is focused upon the attitudinal the

as

assessed by the pre- and post-test questionnaire (See Arnendix R).

One

of the problems in analysis revolved around the fact that three persons
dropped out of the progrem or else did not fill cut the second questionnaire.

This must be kept in mind While reading and interrtetinp the

results, for this amounts to a nine percent dropout rate; this differeme
in the pre- and post-test population must be accounted for in interpretihr
the findings.

In order to determine Whether any attitudinal differences assessed

might have been statistically significant, two different statistical
tests were used to analyze every questionnaire item: the chi - square (x2)

and the t-test.

The results of these tests are reported in each of the

following tables.

One of the first things that was asked of the participants in the
program concerned what might be termed "Job Satisfaction" (See Arrendix R,
Items 15 and 16).

The questionnaire items, the distribution of resnonnes
35

and the results of the x 2 and t-test analyses are presented in TAN0 1.
As may be seen in Table 1, there was a change in the degree in
which the participants expressed satisfaction with their jobs.

Very few

are undecided, and during the post-test, no one expressed dissatisfaction
with their jobs.

The major shift occurred among these people who had

"strongly agreed" that they were satisfied with their jobs at the

beginning of the session and who then changed to "agree," perhars imnlving
that their convictions had been somewhat altered.
can be said as to why there was a reductior

At this point, little

it the strength of exnressed

satisfaction other than perhaps some of the articipants may have been
led to question their oast performance on the job.

As indicated in the

various statistical tests employed, there wee no shift in the mean
responses and the results of the x2 and t-test analyses were not significant.

Hence, although there were some changes which occurred over the

two-week training period, the changes were not statistically significant.

The majority of the persons in the promo were quite undecided
about whether to continue in their present jobs as a career.

Apaip, the

changes in this attitude were insignificant- -both statistically anti

sociallythroughout the two-week period.

This particular response,

however, probably typifies the majority of the working population in any
vocational setting.

As noted, there was a slight reduction in the degree to which the
participants expressed satisfication with their present jobs.

A series

of questions were addressed to assess these people's perceptions of the
role and the responsibilities of the financial aid officer.

In Table 2,

the questionnaire items and the responses are presented along with the
results of the statistical tests.

The questionnaire items have been

Ploet-test

life-tins career.
Pre-test

I think I will mks
my present job a

140st-test

11% (4)
9% (3)

42% (15)
30% (10)

Perm

itroney

17% (6)
15% (5)

47% (17)
64% (21)

Agree

SO% (18)
611 (20)

9% (3)
6% (1)

14% (5)
15% (5)

3% (1)
0

Don't Kam
Undecided
Disagree

u

9% (2)

0
0

Disagree

2.9
2.8

1.7
1.7

ns

ns

x2

n.s.

n.s.
n.s.

t-test

Indications of Job Satisfaction: Financial Aid Officers and Other Student Assistance
Personnel.

I as generally satisfied with my job.
Pre-test

Table 1.

12% (4)

tive.

Pee-test
Post-test

priewilyadhdrimtre-

The job of a financial aid officer is

0

3% (1)

The position of a
financial aid administrator is primarily
a student service.
Pre-test
51% (111)
33% (11)
Post-test

Post-test

The primly function
Girths financial aid
officer is to counsel
students in the use
of program shiCh are
designed Whelp theca.
Pre-test
40% (16)

The priamry function
of a finenciel aid
officer is to assist
students in Obtaining
financial assistance.
SS% (20)
Pee-test
33% (11)
Post-test

Agree

SticsallY

43% (15)
27% (9)

37% (13)
67% (22)

51% (18)
64% (21)

42% (15)
SS% (18)

Ague

34% (12)
40% (13)

0

15% (5)
18% (6)

9% (4)

0

9% (3)

0

3% (1)
12% (4)

Disagree

3% (1)

3% (1)
15% (S)

0
0

Don't Know
Undecided

6% (2)
15% (5)

0

0

0
0

0

0

Stronelv
Disagree

3.0
3.4

1.7
1.7

1.6
2.2

1.5
1.9

7

2

.05

n.s.

x

n.s.

n.s.

Perceptions of the Job Role and Responsibilities of the Financial Aid Officer

Mammy Factions

Table 2.
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(Continued)

(3)
(4)

9%

Post-test

The administration of
financial aids should
be kept separate from
other areas of college
aiainistration.
Pre-test
t%
12%
Pbst-test

more involved in recruiting disadvantaged
students.
Pre-test
38% (14)
3U% (12)
Post-test

Stra tors should become

Ftnarrial aid admini-

(3)
(3)

9%

Strongly
Agree

Pie -test

tions.

University administmImrs toms too such COMtrol omen financial aid
procedures and regula-

Table 2.

17%
Et

9%
0

(2)

(6)

(3)

31% (11)
21% (7)

54% (18)

(9)
(6)

(5)
(8)

Don't Know
Undecided

44% (1E)

25%
17%

24%

A%

Agree

(11.,)

0

50% (18)
51% (16)

42% (15)

41%

Disagree

9%
20%

as
3%

(3)
(7)

(1)

Strongly
Disagm,

1.7
1.8

3.3
3.4

4,1

1.7

7

n.s.

n.s.

h.s.

x2

n.:.

n.s.

n.s.

t-test

(Continued)

(7)
(5)

20%
15%

(3)
(2)

Many of the things that I
have to do in my job go
against my better judgenent.
Pre-test
9%
Post-test
6%

(1)

34% (12)
52% (17)

3%

31% (11)
40% (13)

There is a definite neea
for more "hummnization"
in the financial aids
profession.
40% (14)
Pre-test
Post-test
36% (12)

(8)

0

17%
27%

Agree

Financial aid administrators should not concern
themselves with the total
amount of indebtedness
that a student incurs in
obtaining an education.
Pre-test
3% (1)
Post-test
0

Post-test

Pre -test

rar in college.
(6)

Strongly
Agree

Financial aid administrators should minting', tg
give aid to those Who fail
to meet academic requirements during their first

Table 2.

(3)
(6)

(6)
(2)

(1)

9%

0

18%

17%
6%

3%

36% (13)
12% (4)

Undecided

Dohlt Mow

(3)
(2)

55i (20)
51% (17)

9%
6%

55% (18)

47% (17)

11% (4)
24% (8)

Disagree

0

(2)

93

0

(3)
(1)

44% (16)
45% (15)

6%

Strongly
Disagree

3.4

3.4

1.9
1.9

4.3
4.6

2.6
2.4

X

4,

2

n.s.

n..

n.s.

'

x

n.s.

n..

n.s.

n.s.

t-test

(Continued)

(7)
(9)

20%
27%

There is little agreement among financial aid
officers with respect to
national goals.
Pre-test
3%
Post-test
(1)

47% (17)
46% (15)

The best way to obtain
the needed knowledge for
financial aid administration is on-the-job
training.
Pre-test
33% (12)
Post-test
24% (8)

0

26% (13)
49% (16)

(4)
(4)

There should be more
rigorous standards for
financial aid officers.
Pre-test
11%
Post-test
12%

36% (13)
49% (16)

Agree

(2)
(2)

Strongly
Agree

There is a definite need
for specific academic or
credential requirements
to upgrade the profession.
Pre-test
6%
6%
Post-test

State of the Discipline

Table 2.

(4)
(5)

42% (1E)
27% (9)

11%
15%

28% (10)
24% (8)

33% (12)
18% (6)

Don't Know
Undecided

(3)
(5)

(8)
(5)

(7)
(8)

33% (12)
36% (12)

9%
15%

20%
15%

20%
24%

Disagree

3%
9%

6%

3%

6%

0

0

0

(1)
(3)

(2)

(2)
(1)

Strongly
Disagree

3.1
3.3

1.9
2.2

2.7
2.4

2.8
2.7

X

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

2

x

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

.01

t-test

57% (2C)
61% (19)

31% (11)
40% (13)

There is a definite lack
of adequate workshops,
programs and seminars for
financial aid officers.
17% (6)
Pre-test
45% (15)
Post-test

Pre-test
Post-test

Agree

(7)
(4)

tors.

20%
12%

Strongly
Agree

A National Code of Ethics
Should be developed for
financial aid administra-

Table 2. (Continued)

3%

25%

3%

10%

(4)

(9)
(1)

(1)
(3)

Disagree

(6)

28% (10)
12% (4)

17%
12%

Don't Know
Undecided

3%
3%

0

0

(1)
(1)

Strongly
Disagree

2.6
1.7

2.1
2.3

R

2

.05

n.s.

x

.01

n.s.

t-test

classified into four categories:

(1) Primary Punctionc; (')

of the Job; (3) College and University Relationships ank.1

and (4) State of the Discipline.

A visual inspection of the data presented in Table 2 indicates that
very few of the statistical analyses yielded statistically sicTni`icitnt
differences between the responses which were elicited durinfr the nro-tc-'1

and the post-test.

Consequently, the discussion of these questionnaire

items can be focused upon various apparent changes in the percentwe and
frequency distributions of responses.

As previously mentioned, the questions and the responses have been
broken into four sub-categories in Table 2.

The following discussion is;

based upon each category.
Primary Functions.

In Table 2, the first four questions deal with

the participants' perceptions of the primary functions and responsibilities of the financial aid administrator.

As may be seen Imo the

distribution of responses, the majority of the participants at the
beginning of the program felt that the primary function of a iinancial
aid officer is to assist students in obtaining financial assistance.

At

the end of the training session, however, the participants were somewhat
less likely to "strongly agree" about this asnect of the role--and a few
even disagreed with this item.

The difference, however, was not statis-

tically significant.
Similarly, the majority of the respondents initially agreed that the

primary function of the financial aid officer is to counsel students in
the use of programs which are designed to help them.

At the end of the

program, however, the strength of agreement with this item was reduced;

a few more were undecided about this issue, and three participants

115

disagreed.

The attitudinal changes along this dimension were statis-

tically significant with both the x2 and t-test analyses.

On the third item, only five persons were not in agreement with the
statement that the position of a financial aid administrator is primarily
a student service; at the beginning of the program, 51 percent of the
respondents strongly agreed with this statement.

At the end of the prf-

gram, however, the strength of agreement was again diminished: but all
were essentially in agreement.

The difference was not statistically

significant.

At the beginning of the program, there was a decided difference of
opinion regarding the statement that "The job of the financial aid
officer is primarily administrative."

About 46 percent of the respon-

dents agreed; 40 percent disagreed; and 15 percent were undecided.

Differences in opinion on this item may partially reflect the size and
structure of the respondents' own Lark setting, i.e., whether or not

there are several employees working at different jobs in the financial
aid offices which might call for supervisory administration.

At the end

of the program, there was a slight shift with the majority of the respondents, 55 percent, disagreeing with this statement.

The difference,

however, was not statistically significant.

ImplicationsPrimary Functions.

On four items designed to assess

the participants' perceptions of the primary functions of financial aid
administrators, there was an observable general trend.

At the beginning

of the program, the respondents were more likely to "strongly agree" that
the primary responsibilities of financial aid officers were to (1) assist
students in obtaining financial assistance, (2) counsel students in the
use of programs which are designed to help them, and (3) be a type of
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v arreed both before and after tIle troininv

ThP chanpes in the distribution of responses were imirtlifieint both
penerallv and statistically.

Half of the participants were in doubt at the herinninr of the prooram
about the statement that "The administration of financial assistance can be

properly accomplished only by financial aid officers." These persons
apparently felt that there might be other agencies which could Perform
this function just as well as financial aid Administrators.

At the end of

the program, however, nearly all participants, 85 percent, were in apreeemit with both the x2 and t-test analyses.

In other words, most of the

participants left the program convinc4,1 that it does require a separate

and distinct occupational role to properly administer financial aid to
colliar* and university students.

On the other hand, nearly one-third of the refmondentq loree.1,

before and after the program, that the scope and the re'ironftilit ie

4 financial administrator had never been explained to them.

Thic

that the participants, although convinced of the imports-ice of the lot),
were still somewhat uncertain about what exactly should and should not be
attempted in that capacity.
Implications--Understanding of Job.

At the end of the proyrram, the

participants were generally in rather strong agreement that the work of
a financial aid officer is important; and those who were initially in

doubt about the necessity of the role of a financial aid officer came
away convinced that this particular occupational role is essential for
the proper administration of student financial aid.

On the other hand,

nearly one-third of the participants declared, both before and after the

training program, that the scope and the responsibilities of a financial
aid officer had not been fully explained to them.

This is a problem

that should be the topic of discussion in future workshops and programs;
the answer, however, may be slow in forthcoming.

The occupational role

of a financial aid officer is quite likely to vary a great deal from one
academic setting to another; the present boundaries which might delineate
the scope and nature of responsibilities are probably a function of highly
divergent rules and regulations imposed by various federal, state,
regional and local agencies.

As indicated in the review of the litera-

ture, the financial aid officer may or may not be expected to function as
a recruiter, as an arm of the business office, as a counselor, etc.

The

development of this particular discipline is as of yet too new for the
formal specification of the scope and responsibilities of the role incumbent.

Therefore, it can be currently concluded that it would be

141.:

rather presumptuous for the directors of any worl%shor tr attemnt to
out the "scone and responsibilities of a financial liA ac plinistratnr,"
but this particular area should be the siib-ect of discussirin in

cutlu

workshops.
Relationships and Responsibilities to the Ilniversitv.

The noxt

series of items can be classified as participant perceptions of

the oc( u-

national relationships and responsibilities of the financial aid officer
within the university setting.

As seen in Table 2, durirm the pre-test,

less than one-fourth of the participants (23 percent) agreed with the
statement that university administrators have too much control over
financial aid procedures and regulations: nearly one-third (31 percent)
were undecided or did not know; and nearly one-half (47 percent) disagreed.

At the end of the session, there was a slight shift -- generally

from the "Don't Know" response to one of agreement.
however, was not statistically significant.

The difference,

Over one-fifth of the

respondents (21 percent) were still undecided about this issue at the
end of the training program.

The responses to this question correspond with those to the second,
i.e., "The administration of financial aids should be kept separate from
other areas of college administration."

At the beginning of the session,

34 percent agreed with this statement; at the end of the program, 39
percent were in agreement.

The large majority of the participants dis-

agreed with this notion both before and after the program.

The responses

to these two items suggest that the participants generally felt that the
administration of financial aids should be conducted in conjunction with
other areas of college administration and that the amount of control that
university administrators have over the administration of financial aids

is not generally viewed as a nroLlem.

In fact, as is seen in the third item, the 1 ayest

,1

*11,

participants feel that they should r,lav a nart in rIn area which ha-

traditionally been within the realm of a separate area of onlleao a,)ministration--that of recruiting students.

This was true Ileth 1,..21nre and

after the Program, and there was a slight 4-endency for more participant,:
to agree with this statement at the end of the workshop.

The difference,

however, was not statistically significant.
Three items were addressed toward participants:' views or the re-pon-

sibilities that they feel they should have reFardinp student clic-min.
As was discussed in the aLove paragranh, most of the participants
believed that they should become involved in recruiting needy students,
but there is the additional question of what respcnsihilities the financial aid officer should have once that the students Are actually enrolled.
Obviously, it must be assumed that many disadvantaged students will have
various problems during the first year of college; hence, the question
was asked, "Financial aid officers should continue to give aid to
those who fail to meet academic reouirements during their first year
in college."

At the beginning of the session, less than half of the

participants (46 percent) agreed with this statement; over one-third
(36 percent) were undecided, and 17 percent disagreed.

At the end of

the two-week period, 67 percent were in agreement with this position,
only 12 percent were undecided; but almost one-fourth (24 percent) disagreed.

The changes in the responses, however, were not statistically

significant.

A visual inspection of the frequency distribution indicates

that the majority of those who were initially in doubt about this policy
tended to agree with this statement at the end of the program.

Two

n

persons, however, became more negative toward this practice.
A third item dealing with perceptions of the resnonsibilities that
financial aid officers should have for student clients concerned the
amount of indebtedness that a student might accumulate during his collec'e
career.

Nearly all of the participants initially disagreed wiih the

statement that financial aid officers should not concern themselves: with

the total amount of a student's indebtedness; at the end of the two-week
session, 100 percent of the participants disagreed (three, however, had
dropped out of the program - -at the beginning of the workshop, there were

only three who were not in disagreement with this statement).

The majority of the respondents (74 percent) agreed at the beginning
of the program that there is a need for more "humanizaation" in the
financial aids profession.

At the end of the session, 88 percent agreed

with this questionnaire item.
only two persons disagreed.

Two persons were as of vet undecided, and
The change in this attitude was again

statistically insignificant.

Finally, in dealing with the participants' perceptions of the responsibilities and the scope of the role of the financial aid officer, it was
asked of them to indica-ce the extent of their agreement with the state-

ment, "Many of the things that I have to do in my job go aainst my
better judgement."

At the beginning of the program, 64 percent of the

participants disagreed with this statement and 29 percent were in agreement.

At the end of the session, only 21 percent agreed, 60 percent dis-

agreed and six persons were undecided.

From these responses, it might be

concluded that the financial aid officers feel that they possess a con-

siderable degree of autonomy and that they can generally perform their
roles in the manner that they feel is appropriate.

:mplications--Relationships and 'rlsponsibilities tr t1i

Nivor;itv.

For the most part, it appears as if the participants in the ,Thort-tem
training program are generally satisfied in the kind- of rk,1.1t.(10;hin,1

which exist between their offices and the other areas of univemit- and
college administration.

The majority of the resnondents feel that the

administration of financial aids should not be kept separate from other
areas of college administration; they generally do not feel as if other
university adminit,trators have assumed an undue amount of control over

the procedures and regulations of financial aid; and

in general, they

feel as if they are able to operate in accord with their own better
judgment in tbe performance of their role.

An overwhelming majority of them feel as if they should become even
more involved in the recruiting of disadvantaged students--but nearly onofourth of them would feel no obligation to remain committed to financing
such a student if the first year in college resulted in. failure.

On the

other hand, the respondents were unanimous in their opinion that they
should be concerned with the amount of indebtedness that students mic'ht

accrue in pursuing a higher degree in education.
Such implications

can be derived from these findings speak well

both of the participants and of the general success of the two-week
program.

Although the changes in attitudinal responses were not found to

be statistically significant for any of the items in this section of the
questionnaire, the general trends in the distribution of resoonses indicate a definite and consistent tendency that the program directors did
attain the desired objectives of the workshop.
State of the Discipline.

The final series of questions presented in

Table 2 were intended to assess the participants' opinions of the current
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session, over half (54 percent) agreed, 77 per -ent dinaoreed and

percPnt were undecided.
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significant change in responses at the .1)1 1Pvel

was not duplicated with the x2 analyses.
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The 1`cn.,r1!

however, is indicative of a definite trend in con::enL:us tlyit

academic or crdential requirements are in

ordt,r

to unorado tho prl-)1(ion

of financial aids administration.

Further support for this opinion was indicated by tho ne';IxAr
elicited bv the question, 'There should be more rior.-)us standa/,ls for

financial ail

officers."

While only 37 percent of th-

with this statement at the beginning of the session,
agreement at the conclusion of the workshop.

e, I

Tervent were in

Nearly one-fourth nt

rPsnondents were undecided both at the beginning and at the end n4 the
two -week session.

Nine persons disagreed at the beginning; five disam,ed

at the end--but it must be remembered that there were three who dronred
out of the workshop prior to its completion.
On the other hand, there is a problem suggested in terms of the best
way to upgrade the profession or as to the method to be used to exact
more rigorous standards; the majority of the respondents felt that the
best way tc obtain the needed knowledge for financial aid administration
is on-the-job :naining.

At the

of the workshor, 80 percent of

the participants expressed this belief, and 70 percent felt this was the

case at the
tionna')))

the two week program.
'
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the "best way' at
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job; since it is the only wav, it nu-t olv;, u 1resent.

On the final question, "There is a definite lack

adenuate wet1,-

,;hops, programs, and seminars for financial aid officers," Y3 Ton'Illt

stated during, the pre-test that this was not the case or that they

not know (or were undecided).

1ii

TI-e post-test indicated a statit,ticillY

signifiaint change in this opinion.

During the Pre-test , 48 percent

stated that there were not enough of such programs, but in the post-te,;
R5 Pereent indicated the need for similar activities.
statistically significant with both the x7 and t-test.

,

This change was
In other worin,

as a result of the workshop, there was created within the particirints
a great deal of support for such endeavors as well as a recogniti,n ion
);uch a;Troaehes within the field.

This change may be partially exIlltined

by the fact that 58 percent of the respondents had never participated in
a workshop before and that there was a great deal of information nresented
that was beneficial.

This would appear to be a very positive impact of

the total program and indicates the need for more and improved workshops
for financial aid officers in the future.
Another effect of the program is indicated by the changing responses
to the questionnaire item 'There is little agreement among financial aid
officers with respect to national goals."

There does appear to be some

type of prevalent climate of opinion regarding national goals, at least

among those who participated in the short -tern workshop.

The shit

the attitudes assessed by this measure were insignificantthe

:1

1'irv7o-t

shift occurred among those who were initially undecided or did not knew.
At the beginning of the program, nearly one-half of the narticipants
percent) were undecided about the extent of agreement reparling national
goals; at the end of the program, this was reduced to 77 percent.

At

fh,,

beginning of the session, 36 percent of the resnondents ci-kagreed: at

th,

end of the session, 45 percent were in disagreement with this item.

Eor

the most part, it can be concluded that there is a kind of general consensus about which national goals are to be served by financial aid
officers--and the short-term training program served to highlight these
goals for those who were in doubt.

The fact that these goals and the means for achieving them should
perhaps be formalized is indicated by the responses to the cuestionnaire
item:

"A National Code of Ethics should be developed hor financial aid

administrators."

At the beginning of the program, 77 percent of the

respondents subscribed to this notion; at the closing of the wnricl;hoP.

73 percent felt that this should be the case.

Only four nersono

expressed disagreement about the necessity of a National Code of Ethics.
Implications--State of the Discipline.

It has been found that a

slight majority of the short-term program participants feel that there is
a need to have specific academic or credential requirements to upgrade
the financial aid profession and that there should be more rigorous
standards for financial aid administrators.

At the end of the workshop,

the respondents were considerably more likely to be supportive of these
notions than they were during the first day of the program.

The vast

majority of participants feel that the best way to obtain the needed

3-nclelledqe for financial aid administration i^ through

but thi. f might be because this is perhaps the only aviilltTh iv41vh.

learninp the trade.

There was a definite feelinr ammr thf pirtiHT,H!o

that the use of short-term training programs and workshops
while endeavor.

d worth-

At the beginning of this workshop, less than one half

of the respondents felt that such enterprises were really nece,;sarv-at the conclusion of the program, fully 85 percent felt that thorn

definite need for such programs in the field of financial aidn.

Aoain,

at the end of the Programs the participants were more likely to arreo
that there is some consensus among financial aid officers with Tu.:poet

to national goals; but there seems to be some necessity of fortnalizint,
such goals, for they expressed the feeling that them should he qoulo
type of National Code of Ethics for financial aid officers.
From such findings, it can be said that some of the immediate
effects of the short-term training program are that it did serve to
promote a kind of attitudinal and philosophical consensus among the
participants; it certainly worked to make them considerably more appreciative of the kinds of educational innovations and intervening attempts
which might be able to enhance their own efficiency and job success; and
it appears to have posed the question of professional ethics in the
field.

There is a pervasive feeling among the respondents that the

discipline should be upgraded somehow--but there appear to be few
programs currently available which might do this; consequently, on-thejob training is about the only type of training which is generally
provided.

The identification of these kinds of issues would seem fruit-

ful topics of discussion in future workshops and training programs.

There

does seen to be a need for pre-service, in-service, and other program

the wr)r1---,hop conducted

-it

1,1111,

pants would seem to be unanimous in thr-ir agreemrtnt on this point.

In Table

data are presenter. pertinent to t'le prrgrar, par.

percent ions of various Academic Issues and ccc i al T'rol'erH.

mire iters and the responr;es ar'
it,2gories:

vain

cen down into severl ,:111-

(1) their perceptions of the student's own responibiliti,

for financing an educational career; (2) their perceptions of administi%i-

tive problems in the field of financial aid; (3) their perreotion
problems regarding minority students and disadvantaJfH
following Pages, each of these suh-categories sh
separately.

In examining Table V, it is once again apparent that yen, few (-)1
post-test resnonses differed from the pre-test answer-. a, 1,

measured by tests of statistical significance.

'h the .)ther haml, tlp'r

are a number of shifts in the frequency distribution which do merit
discussion.

Perceptions of the Students Own Responsibilities.

The first four

questions deal with the program participants' perceptions of the responsibilities that students themselves should bear with'resrect to financial
aid and economic resources.

The first questionnaire item was "Individuals

who receive aid should be required to work during the summer if they are
not attending classes."

The majority of the financial aid officers and

other student assistance personnel were rather strongly in agreement with
this notion both before and after the two week program.

The changes in

the extent of agreement or disagreement were not statistically significant,

and the Change in the frequency distributions for this item are not particularly noteworthy.

0

0

(1)
(1)

A student col° is not
willing to work for the
financial aid that he
receives does not deserve
a college diploma.
3%
Pre-test
3%
Post-test

Mbst students are pretty
well informed about the
appropriate type of financial assistance which is
available to them.
Pre-test
Post-test

(4)
(2)

Strongly
Agree

31% (11)
(E)
13%

44% (16)
45% (15)

Agree

r:.%

(2)

(E)

(3)

(7)

21%

9%
18%

(5)
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Don't Know
Undecided

rA% (21)
744% (IP)

36% (13)
50% (1)

28% (10)
24% (8)

Disagree

3'

(1:'

(_)

Strongly
Disagree

3.4

2.7
2.7

x

Perceptions of Students' Own Responsibility for Financial Aids

t-test

Perceptions of .\cademic IFs'ues and Social Problems: Financial Aid 2fficerc an-'. "ther .tulent
Assistance Personnel.

Individuals Who receive
aid should be required to
work during the summer if
they are not attending
classes.
11%
Pre-test
6%
Post-test

Table 3.

Agree

Strongly

(1)
(3)

(9)
(7)

Because of the heavy burden on financial aid
officers, students who
are late for appointments
should be made to come
back at a later date.
Pre-test
3%
Post-test
9%

A major problem facing
financial aid officers
is that.of reducing the
amount of paperwork for
students.
Pre-test
23%
Post-test 21%

A student who applies for
financial aid should be
willing to accept whatever might be available.
Pre-test
6% (2)
POst-test
0

Table 3. (Continued)

0

(6)

50% (18)
48% (16)

17%

25%
12%
(9)
(4)

Don't Know
Undecided

(8)

39% (13)

22%

Disair-r-

6%
6%
(2)
(2)

7)iqapreo

Strowly

2.8
3.0

n.s.

9%
12%

17%
15%

(3)
(4)

(6)
(5)

14%
18%

(6;

(5)

50% (18)
65% (21)

3°-,

14%
12

(1)

(4)

(5)

n

3.7

3.6

7.. 7

n.s.

Perceptions of Administrative Problems in Financial AiAs

42% (15)
42% (14)

Agree

.

.

n.s.

n.s.
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Pre-test
Post-test

3%
C

(1)

33% (12)
31% (10)

6%
0

(2)

17% (6)
31% (10)

Don't Know
Undecided

42% (15)
64% (21)

39% (14)
25% (8)

Disagree

(4)
(3)

47% (17)
3F% (12)

9%

11%

Strongly
Disagree

14.3

4.3

3.3
3.1

(16)
(1F)

6-:95

48'!,

17%

(6)

(6)

?c,

0

(?)

1.6

1.6
1.4

Perceptions of Administrative Problems in Financial Aids

(1)

(1)

Most college ad ninistretors and faculty eon't
understand the importance
of financial aids.
33% (12)
Pre-test
Post-test 52% (17)

0

0

Agree

42% (15)
36% (12)

3%

3%

Strongly
Agree

Most college administrators and faculty don't
understand the job
requirements and responsibilities of F.A.O.
42% (15)
Pre-test
Post-test 64% (21)

The best criterion for
determining whether to
grant aid to a student
is his past academic
success.
Pre-test
Post-test

gram.

One of the best measures
of the successful financial aid program is the
number of students who
graduate under the pro-

Table 3.
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At the beginning of the program, 34 percent of the narrticir)iLtz

with the statement that "A student who is not willing to work for the
financial aid that he receives does not deserve a college dinloma."

l\t

the conclusion of the workshop, only 16 percent were of this minion.
Nearly two-thirds of the respondents (62 percent) disagreed with thi
notion at the end of the program, but the differences in the resnnnsos
given &t the beginning and the end cf the two-week session wep

not

statistically significant.

The participant; were nearly unanimous in their opinion; both
before and after the workshop that most students are rather uninforro'd
about the appropriate types of financial assistance which is availabl,,
to tnem.

Finally, the statement was presented "A student who applies for
financial aid should be willing to accept whatever might be made Ivailable."

At the beginning of the program, nearly half of the rennondent.:

(48 percent' agreed with this nation, 25 percent were undecided, and
only 28 percent were in disagreement.

At the end of the prograr, 'e'

percent disagreed, 42 percent agreed, and four people were qtin
The changes in attitudes, however, were not statistically
significant.

ImPlicationsPerceptioros of the Students' Own-Responsibilities.

It

has been found that the program participants tend to feel that student,:

who receive aid should work during the summer if they Are not taking
classes.

This view is held in spite of the fact thAt moat students are

quite likely to experience difficulties in obtaining summer wrr*--particularly disadvantaged, lower-class, minority students.

nuring the

tiMP, competition for work can become quite fierce --it in A hrmr'n

market.

There is considerable reason to suspect that summer unemplo\TRnt

for the kinds of students who need and receive financial aid may not Ile
of their own choosing in many cases.

Financial aid officers, however,

will have to take the student applicants' word for this--there will be
no supportive documents to indicate that thc student applied for and di0
not receive summer work in most cases.

Very often, the minority student

or disadvantaged student will find himself in comvetition with teacher-,
and other professionals in attempting to secure summer emnloyment, even
for the more menial kinds of tasks.

It is strongly suppested that thin

kind of student problem be discussed more intensively in future workshotY:.
While nearly all of the participants agreed that college students

to

not know very much about what kinds of financial aid programs might be
available to them, a considerable proportion of them felt that a student
should accept whatever aid is offered.

This stands in contrast to the

generally pervasive feeling that a student may be deserving of a college

degree even though he may not be willing to work for the aid that he
received.

As indicated in the review of the literature, it is generally

the brighter students from the more advantaged social backgrounds who

receive scholarships, i.e., financial grants with no work stipulation,1
nor financial indebtedness

attached.

It in more likely to he the lesF1

advantaged student Who discovers that he receives financial aid with
strings attached, i.e., work or indebtedness.

In addition, it is likely

to be this type of student who has to work harder to overcome certain
deficiencies

in his own high school education in order to comet(' on

the miler(' scene.

It would appear that these are issues which should

be identified and discussed more intensively in future workshcre and

ihort-term promos.

Perceptions of Administrative Problems in Financial

i

.

different questions were posed in order to arse qs the narti,,irnt

ceptions of the various problems which might be ronfrohted in th.,
stration of financial aid to college students.

r !T,irli-

The results ,ire hre,:ent,,!

in a separate section in Table 3.
The responses to the first question would indicate that the rrnontr.

Darticipants are quite student-oriented.

Again, the two -week nrrwrvim

apnears to have influenced the respondents.

At the hepinninr of the

program, only 20 percent of the participants agreed with the qtate,qpnt

that "Because of the heavy burden on financial aid officers, ctudents who
are late for appointments should be made to come back at a later 40-0."
During the first day of the program, 64 percent of the participant-1

1i

-

arreed with this statement; during the final day, 77 percent of them
disagreed.

This is a shift in a positive direction even thourh the dif-

ference in responses was not statistically sirnificant.

These findinc-1

indicate that the program participants do indeed place the need.; of the
students above their own job pressures; e.. L11 with a haw sehedule,
participants indicate that they would see a tardy client rather than MA}.c
him come back at a later date.

Again, the financial aid officers in the program demonstrated that

they were student-oriented by their responses to the item "A major
problem facing financial aid officers is that of reducing the amount or
Paperwork for students."

The largest majority of the nropram narticirants

epreed with this both before and after the pro/rem.
One of the questions Which alwevs arises with the introduction of
any program which involves the expenditure of money in a socially ameliorative attempt concerns the proper method of evaluation, i.e., What is the

best way to determine if the program is working?

As indicated in the

review of the literature, the use of certain standardized tests in
admissions can result in the selection of students with demonstrited
competency.

A very selective standard of admission is likely to -m-rduee

a high rate of successful colleee program completion and, conseouentiv,
reduce the rate of failure.

Such a practice is also art to exclu(1c'

disadvantaged students with deficient public school backgrounds.

With

this in mind, the program participants were asked to respond to the
following questionnaire item, "One of the best measures of the successful
financial aid program is the number of students who praduate under the
program."

Both before and after the workshop, one-third of the partici-

pants agreed with this statement.

Fifty percent were in disavrement

with this proposition at the beginning of the session, and only 34 poet opt
disagreed at the conclusion of the two-meek period.

At the end or the

workshop, nearly one-third of the participants (31 percent) were uneeptAin
about the feasibility of this measure.
open to interpretation.

This particular item is rather

Naturally, it is the intention of the financi.11

aid program to help students graduate from college; the issue revolves
around the practice of selecting or excluding students on the basis of
their presumed risk potential.

The increase in the proportion of the

participants Who expressed doubt about the usefulness of prraduation as

mood measure of program success is probably a healthy sign.

The changes

in the responses to this particular item over the two-week period were not
statistically Significant.

The respondents indicated that they are generally euite Wlline to
assume the responsibility for what might be termed "risky" students.

At

the beginning of the program, the vast majority of respondents (to nery,,mit)

disagreed with the statement that "The best criterion for ,leterrlininv

whether to grant aid to a student is his past academic success."

At tho

end of the session, 100 percent of the participants disagreed with this:

statement (Once again, it must be remembered that there were three
dropouts from the program.).
Virtually all of the program narticinants felt that most enllesTe

administrators and faculty members are rather ignorant and ill-inform(i
about the job requirements, the resnonsibilities, and the importance of
the administration of student financial aid.

Most of the participants

felt that this was the case at the beginning of the wnrkshon and they
left the I.S.U. campus quite convinced that other college personnel know
almost nothing at all about the field of financial aid.

ImplicationsPerceptions of Administrative Problems in Financial
Aids.

It has been found that the vast majority of the Program nartieinants

were quite highly student-oriented.

Although the Charges in the resnomPs

given to various questionnaire its were not statistically fliificoni,
there were consistent changes in the distributions of responses whioh
indicate that the two-week training program exerted a very favorable
influence along this dimension.

The findings indi

that the financial

aids personnel are aware of and do emnathize with student problems.

This

is indicated by the fact that most of them felt that a major problem in
financial aids consists of reducing the paper work for students; again,
the responses given by the participants strongly suggest that they are
quite sympathetic toward students - -a student who is late fnr an apricint-

ment is likely to be seen when he appears and not be gent away tc COMP
back at a later date.

-here are at least two different indications that the program narticinants are not oriented toward thenotion of selective admissions

1.1

i

means of trying to ensure the apparent success of the financial aid
program.

The vast majority of the resnondents stated that they would

not use a student's prior academic achievement as the best criterion
for determing whether or not to grant financial aid; and there war;

considerable doubt as to whether or not the best measure of a financial
aid program can be assessed by the number of students who graduate under
the program.

These attitudes indicate that the program particinantn will

not selectively finance only those students who Are earmarked for micce,;f;

in the hopes of having favorable evaluations of their program result;.
These findings steak very well of the program particinants and, once

again, are indicative of the gerral success of the workshop.
All of the participants agreed nuite strongly that other college
administrators and faculty members know little or nothing about the area
of student financial aid.

This is likely to create problems for admini-

strators, faculty members, financial aids officers, and most particularly,
the students.

It is probably ture that most university departments adhere

rather rigorously to a type of boundary maintenance--English professors
rarely interact with psychologists, nsycholopists don't trust sociologists, etc.

Such a situation is apt to apply even more strongly to a

new discipline based upon a new concept.

Faculty members probably learn

the functions and responsibilities of financial aid administrators nurelv
on a trial and error basis; financial aid administrators probably tire
of reiterating their positions and the scope of their duties to faculty
members who only approach them when they are irate and disconcerted about
ntudent problems.

It is suggested that future workshops might be exnanded to includo
various faculty members and other university administrators.

The current

campus relationships between departments and administrative offices could
lead to even more misunderstandings, greater misinterpretations, and much
more suspicion and distrust unless certain steps are taken to mitic'ate
this type of problem.

Perceptions of Problems with Minority and Disadvantaged Students.

lks

discussed in the review of the literature, there are several different
controversies regarding various philosophical, ethical, educational and
pragmatic issues regarding the financing and re- financing of van run
types of students.

In an attempt to assess the program participants'

views of these issues and any possible changes in their positions which
might be attributable, several questions have been asked.

These arr

also presented in Table 3.

The first questionnaire item was "Needy students with deficient
educational backgrounds should be given prants and reduced course ]cod';."
During the first day of the workshop, 69 percent of the participant,:

agreed, 17 percent were undecided, and 14 percent disarreed.

At

tilf. ond

of the training session, 76 percent of the respondents agreed, f(mn-

persons were undecided and four disagreed.
were not statistically significant.

The changes in the rrsponnQn

Therefore, it is apparent that the

program participants were generally rather symnathetic to the probiemn
that luch students might incur on campus given that they are exrected to
compete with more advantaged students.

Although the percentage frequency

was higher at the end of the program, the absolute number of people who
agreed with this notion remained the same; the higher secrnd percentaPe
frequency is probably attributable to the fact that three Persons drrnnori

out of the program.

Again, the majority of the participants, both before and after thy
workshop, disagreed with the idea that the financing of disadvantared
students with poor educational backgrounds will reduce cnllere standanirl.

At the beginning of the workshon, 72 percent disagreed with this item;
the end, 88 percent disa,,reed.

The chancre in the resnonses was 11(,

statistically sirnificant.

Since there are many who declare that there may be a type of "rev(1discrimination" which may result in preferential treatment, questions wen'
asked as a means of assessing whether this might occur on an ethnic or
sexual basis.

As seen in Table 3, the opinions both before and after the

workshop were divided with respect to minority prouns.

In this case, the

questionnaire item stated "All other things being equal (need, ability,
potential, etc.), minority pup members should be riven preference when
seeking, financial aid."

During the first day, 30 percent of the nartici-

pants agreed, 14 percent were undecided, and 56 percent disarmNi,

On

the last day of the program, 34 percent apreed, 54 percent disarreed, and
two persons were still undecided.

Hence, only about one-third of the

participants are likely to give favorable consideration to the racial or
ethnic status of applicants given that all other factors are equal among
prospective students.

The change in the responses over the two-week

period was not statistically significant.
In an attempt to discern discrimination on a sexual basis, the
questionnaire item stated "All other things being equal (need, ability,
potential, etc.), a male should receive priority over a female in
financial aid, for the man will be the breadwinner in our society."
The respondents were almost in unanimous disagreement with this notion.

both before and after the workshop.

On the first day of the prorram.

percent disagreed; on the last day, 90 percent disagreed.

The change

was not statistically significant.
In order to ascertain the participants' views about students irom
varying socioeconomic status backgrounds, two more questions were asked.
The first item dealt with the participants' priorities for financing
lower class

versus middle class students, i.e., "It is morn imnortant to

aid the poor student than it is to aid the student from a middle class
family."

The changes in the answers given to this item were considerably

over the two-week period.

During the first day of the workshop, 4 percent

of the participants gave poor students more priority than middle class
students; 6 percent were undecided, and 51 percent disagreed with this
policy.

At the end of the program, 54 percent agreed, 18 percent were

unsure, and only 27 percent disagreed.

This was statistically sirnifirant

at the .10 level of confidence with the t-test; the x7 Analysis did not
yield statistical significance.

On the other hann, the financial

1i(1

administrators are not exclusively preoccupied with the educational
problems of the poor--for the majority of them also aareed with the statement that "There are not enough financial aid program for middle and upper-

class students."

During the first day of the program, 65 percent of the

respondents agreed with this item and 63 percent agreed at the end of
the session.

Many of these who were unsure about this factor at the

beginning of the session, however, tended to disagree at the conclusion
of the program.

On the first day, 25 percent were uncertain and 11

pe.^cent disagreed; at the end of the session, 9 percent were undecided

and 27 percent disagreed.

This change was statistically significant with

the x 2 at the .05 level; the t-teat, however, did not produce a

1'1

statistically significant test.
Implications -- Perceptions of Problems with Minority and Disadvantwod
Students.

In summary, it could be said that the financial aid officern

and other student service Personnel in the two-week short-term training
program had rather mixed reactions regarding, minority students and others
from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Most of them did agree that it was

appropriate for needy students from deficient educational backgrounds tt,

receive grants along with reduced course loads; again, most of them felt
that this would in no way reduce the academic standards that currently
exist in colleges and universities.

On the other hand, it seems unlikely that the financial aid officers
in this particular program will extend favorable treatment to a student
applicant merely because of racial, ethnic or sexual status.

riven

that all other factors characterizing potential student annlicants are
equal, it seems that the financial aid officers would seek other criteria
for consideration beyond that of white/nonwhite and male/female variables.
The responses to these kinds of questionnaire items do indicate that the
financial aid officers are actively attempting to be fair Awl imnartial
in the distribution of student financial aid.

The initial responses

Riven to such questionnaire items at the beginning of the workshop indicate this to be a rather Pervasive tendency among the program rarticipants; the consistent trends in the answers elicited at the end of the
session provide testimony to the general success of the entire workshon.
At the end of the workshop, slightly over half of the narticinants
were in agreement that it is more important to aid the roor student than
it is the student from a middle class family- -the rest disaRreed or were
uncertain.

It would wear that the participants see that they are

involved in a dilemma, however, for most of them also arneed that there
are not enough financial aid nroprams for middle and upper class sthdentl.
With the introduction of new and preativ expanded financial aid nrorrimq.
this dilemma in role Performance will be considerably resolved.

Perhanp,

one of the greatest implications of these particular findings is that
similar research should be conducted in this area after the new financial
aid programs have been implemented.
Attitudes About Human Nature.

As shown in Table 3, several nw.stions

were asked as a means of assessing various basic attitudes concerning the
financial aid officers' perceptions of human nature.

These particular

auestions are, to sane extent, another means of determining the nature
and extent of various types of prejudices which might be operative in
relationships that students encounter.
The first Questionnaire item is addressed to the role that the
colleges and universities should play in society.

As discussed in the

review of the literature, financial aid officers could be in a powerful,
but perhaps dangerous, key position regarding social reform.

Durinp the

first day, the question was posed, "Colleges and universities should
cease trying, to reform society."

There were 20 percent who amreed to

this, 31 percent undecided, and 49 percent who disagree with this notion.
On the final day of the program, 22 Percent agreed, 30 nercent were still
undecided, and 45 percent disagreed.
statistically significant.

The changes in resnonces were not

Hence, both before and after the Program,

nearly half of the participants felt that the oollepes and universities
should keep up their efforts regarding social reform, but nearly one-third
were uncertain.

About one-fifth of the participants felt that this is not

an appropriate role for institutions of higher education.

',ince the financial aid officer

nlav a rev Pr ;iti,N IN th.

nuzzle of social reform, narticular in Preetine or Aenvin
en,)

rer the poor, three other nuestions were Asked reeleCne !to

tieinefts' opinions of the poor.
people

In rennondinp to the firrt

don't pet ahead 3ust don't have enouvh will nesr,r

of the re-,nondentm disarmed on both the first And tho

.1o, of

th.,

prneram; the nercentepes of those who dinarnW were /I, nvvvont Aro
percent respectively.

'4

On the first day, there were 11 nement who lrod

And 9 nercent who were undecided; on the final dav, 9 nrreent Arrvod
19 percent were unsure.
tically significant.

The changes in the response,: were not ,Itati,l-

In the second item, "Most nenple oho (In not ot

Ahead simolv lack motivation," the majority of .`)e resnondentn

Arreed on both testing neriods.

li,:-

There were SS nercent who lic.wirod thc

first day and 59 percent who disapreed on the last A,p, of th.

;on.

llearly one-third (11 percent) apreed on the first dav with n rd-roort
undecided.

were unsure.

Durinp the last day, only 18 prrrent leveed and I:' hr N,nt

The themes in the resennses were qtAtiqticAllv

cant.

In a final assessment of nercentions of human nature, the euer,ti,n-

naire item read, "Rumen nature beim, what it is, there will alwAve My ,;(1cv.
who are poor and unemployed."

Smnewhat surprisinplv, the mninritv of

respondents agreed with this:

75 percent weed on the first day and

76 percent agreed on the last dav of the worikahon.

During both evelud-

tier' nessione, only 18 percent were in disarmament.

ImplicationsAttitudes About Humen Nature.
review of related literature, there are mom t
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And universities can provide a meat deal in the area of social chance.
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To the extent that the fihanci.i

officer miohf 1Av-

r2Ttain Attitudinal biases, both about his role and about the ),ind-

'1Iyients that are "worth helninr," his min nerformancf. is 10,1v tf, !;onewhAt modified.

It has been found that only about half of th nromAti r,irt Lit4int
dir;aeree with the idea that "Colleres and universities. should c.i..

trying to reform society."

fhin surents that AITI Alrroo with thin

notion, and it has been found that nearly one-third of the recnonderit.,

were uncertain- -both before and after the nroerAm.

P(.rnors who

uncertain are also likely to be somewhat uncormitted.

T' they are 117)-

c:omitted, it is often because they have not had the onportunitv to take'

a broader look at the rroblems of society, the use and functions
resnonsibilities of educational institutions, and even, rerhars, thy,

iWti-

mutual impact of the relationship that exists between qocietv
tutions of higher laarninr.

This would suprest that such nersonn should

have a semi/what more intensive arproach in the identification, definition

and examination of social problems, esnecially those which surrnund
Mierican education and Which might be mitigated thr'nuph educat ion.

The majority of the respondents felt that people who do not eet
ahead are motivated and do have will vower--the lack of these things is
not necessarily the cause of a social disadvantaged position.

On the

other hand, the majority felt that there is nerhans sorethine intrinsic
within human nature that ensures that there will always he MnIMP who

ff4 Moor and unemployed.

The hirh rate of arreement with thi,

,,uiivests a major Wane5S of the evaluation nuestionnaire.
have teen nrmbed somewhat more extensively.

rot *-1

Thi-

Many authorn voirvo,J 'hit

oevert'i And unemnloyment, for example, are an almost necennary conrvroit,int of extreme forms of capitalism--it is financially exeedicht t7,kaintain a storehouse of prospective labor; it keeps the Torre.; (0

divided; it keeps prices up and wages down.

Many writ tern steer.,

Lily,'
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poverty and unemployment can be attributed to the current economic,
nolitical and .30cial structure rather than to intrinsic aspects of
nature.

/11111N

In order for financial aid officers to pain more insi$ht into

their own role, in order for them to more adequately understand th
of social probleme that do exist and which should be the subiert-, 'or
.locial chancy', it is suepested that much more emrhasis be riwn to th.-.
tonic,; in future nrorrema.

Tn Table 4, dat,, are presented on questions relevAnt to tlio

nartieipantn perceptions of the adequacy of current ntudent
aid proprams.

Perceptions of Adequacy of aarInt Student rinancial Aid illoenim,
As seen in Table 4, the responses riven during the nee -test and nort-tv!;t
were not sufficiently different to be statistically significant with
either the x7 or the t-test.
felt that the pa

The overWhelminp majority of the respondents

cams which are currently available are net adeouate for

meeting the needs of students; the nre-test and nost-test responses were
72 percent and 70 percent reseectively.

In the nost-test, there was a

slight shift in that a larper per sntape of persons (71 nercent) arreed
that current programs are now adequate.

This mould be attributed to the

new Federal Program which was passed on June 1971, which is referred to
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52% (17)

19%
27%

9%
21%

Agree

(3)
(2)

(5)
(8)

(6)
(3)

40% (14)
33% (11)

9%
6%

14%
18%

9%

17%

Don't Know
Undecided

154k

17%

9%
9%

(6)
(5)

(3)
(3)

42% (14)

50% (18)

58% (21)
49% (16)

Disagree

9%

9%

9%
12%

14%
21%

3

0

(3)
(3)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(7)

Stronplv
Disagree

Perceptions of Adequacy of Current Student Financial Aid Programs

The programs which are
available now are quite
adequate to meet the
needs of students.
PrP-test

Table 4.

2.9
2.9

1.9
1.9

3.3
3.4

3.7
3.7

X

2

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

x

n.s.

n.s.

n.s.

t-test

epnortunity -rant) a,

to 01, t >>r

i

i

iTt:

Lines Neleon.

In responding to a second nuestionnaire item, "Me ere,rrate

wl

uVr aviilaLle hem would he quite adequate if they were only erneeete

utministercd," slightly more than half of the resnondents disarref,! with

this both before and after the workshop (59 percent and 54 nerveet
renneetiyely).

Nearly one-fourth of the participants .reseed with thi

ace ion both before and after the nrogrvn.
::early all of the participants were in -Agreement that there -h,e1

'

be increaeed federal aid to higher edueation--84 percent arreed the

t

day and Pr, percent agreed during the final day of the eessioe.
In the final question, the statement was made "Sr- e

financial aid

programs smell of socialism" in an effort to determine certain poseiN,
Po'itical imnlications that the program participants might or might net
favor.

The results, although interesting, are not readily interpretabl,

.

Over one-tnird of the respondents (34 nereent) arreed with this i ^ ^110 en

the first day and 43 percent agreed during, the last day.

Avain, 4n

pereent were uncertain at first and 33 percent were undecided at the
conclusion of the program.

Initially, 26 percent of the rrnpondente

disagreed with this statement, and finally, 24 percent were -.till in di-avreement.

One of the problems that is incurred in interpreting eueh

findings is that the definition of "socialism" resider: within the mind

of each respondent.

In constructing the questionnaire item, the inveeti-

rators purposely introduced the word "smell" in order to elicit nefiative

attitudes, but one resnondent marked "strongly agree" and nenciled in

the moment "So what?"

As has been suggested in a number of other

responses as presented in the previous tables, the program narticinants

wor,

,;t ara(terized IN A hirh

item the ice r,f the word "7,0cialHm"

0,

Tv

d,nnic

1;11

in contract to the general public and nolitical nsao- (i.e., 0

ImplicationsPerceptions of Adnnuacy of Cuvrent :tudont 1.11111H
Aid Proprams.

There appears to be a ceneral arreement airrno financial

aid officers that there are NnT enough programs now availab:0 icr
financial aids; this is so even if the present nropramn w-ro tr, r, rkqN,
f4ficientiv and Properly administered.

The resnondents al.;o indieated

this attitude by the general consensus that the

.0ra

f
.

prAn rf

t

t

increase aid for hipher educatior if they are to provide more akin
the prospective students of this nation.
Although the word'..np of the nuestion "Financial aid

lin Of

;-1TTI,

socialism" was intended to have a negative connotation, them
reason to suspect that this was not the general reaction.

In additional

studies it might be well to explore this issue alo with another ono
suppested aLove, i.e., "Colleges and uni,Pernities s!

to reform society."

11U cea';, ,Ittemniino

Emoirical assessments alonp this nlrticuLar dimemions

could be instructive in pr-Aicting What tyre of imnact that financial aid
officers might have upon social chanpe, soci,A1 reform, and the ameliora-

tion of certain social problems.

Participants' Reactions to Program Content and Presentations
During the two week period of the workshop,
covered.

3

The particinants' reactions to each specific

in Tables 5 and 6.
followinp pages.

"env topics

:4,

4'

Are presen,

Only a few of these areas will be di,c..a.led in the

As indicated in Tables 5 and 6, the topics selected for

discussion in this report are those which elicited the strongest reactions,

Tile 5.

Evaluation of Sessions and Presentations.

PART I

Please rate each of the following areas in relation to the Mprt
Training Program.
Monday i Julx 10

Excellent

Very Good

flood

Fair

0

,)or

Overview and Purpose of
Program: Coals and Aims

9

9

14

Philosophy Development

3

9

15

17

10

2

1

1.

9

5

7

2

2

Need Analysis

3

9

12

6

National Defense Student
Loan, Educational Opportunity Grant, College
Work Study Program, Case
studies and role playing

7

11

10

4

0

8

10

11

1

1

History of Financial Aid
and the Role of the
Financial Aid Officer

15

10

7

0

0

Recent Congressional
Action and the New
Legislation

21

9

2

0

0

Review and Evaluation

4

8

16

2

2

Regional Advisory
Council

2

5

15

9

1

Basic Federal Student
Aid Programs Overview
of three basic aid
programs
Ross Park Seminar
Tuesday, July 11

Wednesday, July 12

College Wbrk Study Programs and Development
of Work Opportunities

Thursday, July 13

Table 5. (Continued)

Excellent

Management Calendar

Very Good

rood

Fair

ibcr

3

8

15

4

Field Trips - Fort Hall
and American Falls

11

8

8

1

1

Would you say that, in
general, the workshop would
be rated as:

9

18

3

2

2

In general, would you say
that other partici its feel
that the workshop.
been

7

15

8

0

2

Friday, July 14

Table 6.

Evaluation of Sessions and Presentation.

PART II

Please rate each of the following areas in relation to the Short -Term
Training Program.
Excellent

Very Good

flood

Fair

Pont,

MondaytJuly 17
Financial Aid Officer as
Counselor

12

9

5

7

2

1

8

9

13

Special Educational Services
(Panel from trio program and
other related agencies)

4

13

7

8

1

Recruiting the Dis,lvantaged
(Panel Discussion)

4

6

12

8

4

Psychology, Sociology and
Economics of the Disadvantaged
(Panel Discussion)

3

10

12

6

7

Psychology, Sociology and
Economics of the Disadvantaged
(Small (coups)

5

13

9

7

5

16

7

6

2

0

Psychology, Sociology and
Economics of the Disadvantaged
(Panel Discussion)
(6 No Response)

6

10

6

6

0

Piychology, Sociology and
Economics of the Disadvantaged
(Small Groups)
(10 No Response)

8

11

3

2

0

Theories and Teehnicues of
Counseling

TUesda July 18

Wednesdays July 19

Seminar - Outdoor Amphitheater

ThursdaytJuly 20

Table 6.

(Continued)

Please rate the following items:

Excellent

Facilities (on campus) were

Very Good

22

Good

Fair

Poor

8

Too Short
Length of Workshop was:

Just Richt

Too Lonr

25

2

Would you say that:
2

Most of the information presented in the workshop was new to me

22

Some of the information presented in the workshop was new to me

0

None of the information presented in the workshop was new to me

Would you please describe your experiences in the small group sessions by
checking the following items. What were your basic reactions to the
groups you were in?

Often
Fear
Frustration
Negative
Nervousness
Informative
Worthwhile
Anger
Excitement
Resentment
Boredom
Awareness
Understanding

Sometimes

Never

0

9

4

9

23
24
17
12
12
25
19
23
23
14
12

0

4
2
19
20
3

8
5
3

16
20

S

13
3

1
5

6
5

7

1
1

Other (Please specify) Acceptance (1), Intolerance (1), Fatigue (1)
Did you express your feelings in the small group?

Yes

29

No

4

If you had it to do over again, would you enroll in this workshop (given
the same format and personnel)?
Definitely Yes

Maybe

23

2

Unsure
2

Probably Not

Definitely Not

5

Would you recommend this same type of workshop for other financial aid
officers?
Definitely Yes

Maybe

25

2

Unsure
2

Probably Not
3

Definitely Not

either positively
One of the fi.

negatively.
tajor presentations col..3isted of an overview and

review of the three Basic Federal Student Aid Programs (NDSL, E(`°,, and
CWSP).

The majority of the members of the seminar rated tni-

from good to excellent (88 percent).

nmscni-ition

It would appear that such basic

information had been previously lacking or that many financial aid
officers were not fully informed of the intricacies of the basic aid
programs.

It should be noted, however, that a large percentage (49

percent) had worked in financial aids for one year or less and 89 percent
had worked in the field for less than three years.

Consequently, a great

deal of the information presen :ed revolved around issues which had been

unclear or misunderstood.

Apparently institutional policy varies a

great deal from region to region with regard to the administr 'ion of the
three basic aid programs; as a result, financial aid officers may be
unsure of how to implement both institutional policy as well as fed,

1

guidelines when making decisions abort administering student financi.aid.

Another reason for the apparent success of this particular pre-

sentation may be that a large Dart of the training of a financial aid

officer is on-the-job training- -as a consequence, certain vital areas
such as the Eon program may not be fully understood by the indiv:;ual.
When the financial aid officer trainee is overwhelmed with other new
responsibilities, he can hardly be expected to obtain all the needed

knowledge of all possible programs in a few short weeks or months.
A second area of discussion which was received very favorably by the
participants was that one which concerned the history and the role of
the financial aid officer.

In this presentation, many issues--social,

psychological and physical--,were covered which involve all members of

the financial aid field.

In discussing a number of issues that the

financial aid officer will encounter during the course of his career,

the speaker emphasized that there shall be an increased
demand fey
accountability in the area of student financial aid.

It was stated that

financial aid officers will have to become much
more responsible for
research in their field and that they will have to become
increasingly
oriented toward scientific re

--ich methods.

Along with a predicted

increase in federal and state financial aid programs for students,
it was also predicted that the financial aid officers
will face
tional responsibilities, more paper work, and larger quantities
of red

Ape.

Since many of the people in the seminar expressed a dislike for

the amount of paper work which is currently involved in their
'lobs (3q

percent), this may be an even larger problem in the futur

ne yen,

large problem which was described by the speaker revolves
around the
fact that many students are not at all informed about
currently available
programs; in the future, the financial aid officer will have
to design

programs that will all

the stude,-t to see all the possible avenues for

obtaining financial aid through both the institution and the community.

The group expressed the opinion that they already had
too much to do in
their jobs in merely administering the present
programshence, it may
be anticipated that they shall face additional problems in the future.
On the other hand, the financial aid community shall also receive
much
more status and prestige in the f-A.are since they will be increasingly

responsible for the funds coming into the college coffers.
This particular presentation was rated from good to excellent by
100 percent of the participants.

This may be because most of the members

of the seminar were rather recently assigned to their
jobs as financial

aid officers and were not fully aware of the nature and scoDe of the
programs that were described.

A further indication of the recerv-v nr

the narticipants into the fiE d was found by one --).=irticinant
many of the subjects were not aware of the fact that there are Drir)fe,;qi.-)ni
journals which deal with the area of student financial aid and expresed
a desire to read certain articles which were mentioned in discussionF, and
Presentations.

Perhaps there is a need for the comnilation of a biblio-

graphy which could be distributed to financial aid officers so that
recent entrants in the field would know where and how to obtain such
literature.

The session dealing with the Financial Aid Officer as Counselor was
divided into two blocks of instruction.

One block dealt with the role of

the financial aid officer as counselor, the second part described relevant
theories and techniques of counseling.

During the second presentation, a

great deal of controversy vis generated o,ncerning the financial aid
officer's role in the counseling situation.

One comment was voiced by

a participant that the financial aid officer should be dealing with a
so-called "normal" population while a counselor would be or is concerning
himself with the "abnormal" Population on campus (even though these terms
are not rigorously defined).

This seems to be based upon a kind of inter-

disciplinary boundary maintenance in which one university agency or
department does not interfere with the scope and responsibilities of any
other.

This seems to be the case that exists between the counseling

services and the financial aid offices in the university situation.

One

result of this may be that the financial aid officer has little knowledge

of the techniques which are used in counseling.

In this session, the

guest speaker described the similarities that the two different departnents

may have in

cling with the student novulation.

that the two departments deal %

In recutinr the a, tument

two different types c

individuals, he

pointed out the fact that when an individual is in need of Financial he
his dealings with the financial aids office is more often than not
final alternative approach.
of the financial aid officer.

This in turn puts the students at the mercy

The financial aid officer who may base

his decision on purely economic considerations can have an impact on the
total life style of the student; this can have psychological as well as
social implications.

In terms of power relationships, the financial ai(i

officer takes the form of a "significant other" and can determine the
direction that a student will take.

In essence, the financial aid

officer puts on the counselor's hat if he wants to or not.

Another speaker demonstrated the importance of the decisions of the
financial aid officer in his role as counselor.

To the student, such

decisions can lead to his dropping out of school, facing rejection by
his wife or family, or even a type of societal ostracism for failing to
make it in college

The financial aid officer had the potential of being

the single campus agency with the greatest amount of influence on a
student's life.

It was generally concluded that the financial aid officer must start
assuming more responsibility for the student 4n areas other than merl
financial aid.

A package of aid must be p.

-ded that will benefit

students psychologically, socially and financially.

Since the counseling

staff on most campuses have stagnated in terms of more new positions

being available, and since the graving staffs of the financial aids
offices are almost inevitable, it is almost imperative that the financial

aid officer must assume Increasing resronsibility in the counseling

situation.

One major area of instruction, the Psvchologv, nocinlory And
Economics of the Disadvantaged, was hroken down into two maior nlrtq:
C1) a panel discussion led by minority proun member; (blacks,

and Chicanos) and (2) small groups sessions.
The panel members addressed themselves to many of the issue.;
presented in the Review of the Literature, e.g., the social nrrt'lr

or

encounters when leaving the "ghetto" and entering the "white-oriented"
campus.

They also identified and discussed the difficulties of such

things as the alienation one encounters when returning to the "old"
neighborhood after spending time at a university.

It quickly became

evident that the minorities face at least two major problems in the

college situationbreaking old ties with family and friends, and the
problem of adjusting to the new environment of college life.

It was the impression of the participant observers that the 'min
discussion took on the dimensions of a fight for the soap box by th,,,

minority group representatives.

It was felt that little constructive

argument or any real programs were proffered that could be implemented by
the financial aid officer in his current role.

It was at this Particular

point in the seminar that real frustrations, anger, and negative feelings
were developed.

The discussion seemed to be based around the notion that

Whatever a 'white" person might suggest as a possible solution to racial
and ethnic problems, a minority person would attack both the proposer
and the proposal as being so divorced from reality as to never be able
to solve the problem at hand.

The overall impact of the smell groups

discussion are reflected in the responses given in Table 6:

the large

majority of the participants reported that they did, at least sometimes,

experience frustration, negative feelings, anger and boredom.
The participant observers felt that the main objectives or thu'

group discussions were obscured by the lack of direction exhibited hv
the people in charge of this 'Articular session as well as by the narticipants themselves.

On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that

some relevant and useful information was exchanged, for nearly all ,)f

the participants felt that the small groure workshor was "often" and/or
"sometimes" informative, worthwhile, and did st*.mulate awareness and
understanding.

Finally, as is seen in Table 6, two serarate questions were asked
which were intended to assess reactions to the entire program; these
were "If you had it to do over again, would you enroll in this workshor
(given the saes format and personnel)?" and "Would you recommend this
same type of workshop for other financial aid officers?"

To both of

these : tams, the responses were overwhelmingly positive.

The vast

majority answered "Definitely Yes" and no one stated "Definitely Not."
In summery, it must be said that the total program, at least as may be
assessed by the participants' reactions to the course content and the
presentations, was a success.

In Chapter FOur a summerisation of the findings is presented along
with conclusions, implications, and recommendations for future programs.

CHAPTER l'CUR

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMFNDATIONS

Although we do recognize the dangers inherent in attempting to
synthesize the thousands of bits of data collected in this study into a
few evaluative statements regarding the success of the Short-Term Trainin
Program for Student Financial Aid Administrators and Other Student
Assistance Personnel, it is essential that we summarize our findings and
note their implications for this and other prospective seminars and workshops.

Organizational and administrative decisions regarding such

programs must be mode and the participants--be they financial aid offioerc,
student service personnel, faculty, colltge board or other administrative
staff--have a need for all of the manageable information possible on how
such workshops and seminars might have an impact upon the enrollees.

To

be manageable, the findings must be combined and interpreted, and this
requires boldness tempered with caution.

One =for methodological problem must be considered in the interpretation of the findings.

There were only 36 participants who enrolled in

the proem and three of these perer,ne left prior to its ternination.
There is some reason to suspect that these subjects (who constituted nine
percent of the sample) did hold views that often contrasted with those of
the majority.

Since the data were collected in such a manner as to ensure

anonymity, however, there is no wily to verify this particular hunch.

90

Two summary conclusions are presented wnich, in turn, are fnllow!
by supportive research findings concerninv the impact of the short-term
training program upon the enrollees.

Followinv the ,discussion of the

impact of the workshop recommendations are suggested concerninv further

needed knowledge and the implications of the findings of this study for
future educational and administrative policy.

A.

1.

Summary of Conclusions

Although workshops and training programs are of relatively
recent origin in the area of financial aid administration,
there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the two-week
seminar conducted at Idaho State University was generally
successful in attaining its basic formal goals.

As dis-

cussed under Recommendations, however, there are a few

areas of intended impact in which alternative or modified
approaches might be more successful.
2.

The basic format and program content of the Short-Term
Training Program for Student Financial Aid Administrators
and Other Student Assistance Personnel that was held at
Idaho State University was both well-received by the program

participants and appears to be generally adequate for
achieving its formal objectives.

As discussed in the

following section, however, certain modifications could
enhance the general intent of similar future workshops.

R.

1.

Impact of the Program

On Job and Career Satisfaction.

The majority of the 'itianrill

aid and other student assistance nersonnel anw satisrieci with
present jobs.

Like most neople, they are not certaili

that they would like to make a lifetime career of their
present positions.

At the end of the two-week session, the

participants expressed a somewhat lesser degree of lob satisfaction.

This might be partially explained by the fact that

a number of currently and potentially new job responsibilities
were highlighted throughout the program; new Problems in role
performances were predicted along with each new responsibility.

Again, an intensive discussion of the manv latent social
problems which surround current job responsibilities may have

worked to lessen the respondents' degree of self satisfaction
with their own job performance.
2.

Perceptions of the Job Role and Responsibilities of the
Financial Aid Officer.
a.

Primary Functions.

At the beginning of the seminar, the

majority of the participants "Strongly Agreed" that the

primary functions of the financial aid administrator
were to (1) assist students in obtaining financial assistance, (2) counsel students in the use of programs which
are designed to help then. (3) be a type of student
service, and (4) be of an administrative nature.

At the

end of the program, the strength of agreement with ea-lh
of these items was considerably reduced.

This is in line

with various Philosophies expressed in the review nf
the literature which state that the financial aid
officer should be multi-oriented, i.e., there should
be an equal emphasis placed upon his responsibilities
to the community and the school as well as to the
student.
b.

Understan:ing of Job.

At the end of the program most

of the participants were much more strongly convinced
of the importance of the job of the financial aid
officer and they felt that this person is better
equipped to accomplish the tasks assigned to him than
might be the case with any other alency.

On the other

hand, nearly one-third of the subjects stated that the
scope and the responsibilities of the financial aid
officer had never been fully explained to them.

It

must be acknowledged, however, that the actual scope
and responsibilities of this particular office are
likely to vary markedly from one academic setting to
another; hence, it would be a very conditional enterprise to attempt to specify job role requirements
during a two -week seminar.
c.

Relationships and Responsibilities to the University.

The majority of the respondents stated that they were
generally satisfied with tle kinds of relation:ihirs

that exist between their offices and other areas of
university and college administration.

They did not

feel that the administration of financial aids should

be kept separate from other areas of college administration and they were generally able to operate in accord
with their own better judgment since other college
administrators do not appear tc exert an undue amount of
control over financial aid procedures and regulations.

Most of the participants felt that financial aid officers
should become much more involved in recruiting disadventaged students; they felt that they should be concerned
with the total amount of indebtedness that a student
accrue.; during his educational career; and they expressed

a need for more "humanization" in their dealings with
students.

On the other hand, given that a student failed

his first year in college, one-fourth of the respondents
stated that they would not feel committed to financing the
student for a second attempt.
d.

State of the Discipline.

At the conclusion of the program,

the enrollees were considerably more likely to agree that the
financial aid occupation should be professional upgraded by
(1) having specific academic requirements and/or credentials,

and (2) establishing more rigorous standards fcr financial
aid officers.

The majority also felt that there should be a

National Code of Ethics.

At present, most of the respondents

felt that the best way to obtain the needed knowledge of the
area of financial aid administration is through on-the-job
training, but at the end of the training program, they were
overwhelmingly in favor of the use of seminars, workshops,
and similar endeavors.

Again, at the close of the seminar,

there was considerably more unanimity with regard to the

idea that there is a general consens)ls among fimanoial
aid officers about the national goals to be achieved
by the profession.
3.

Perceptions of Academic Issues and Social Problems.
a.

Perceptions of the Student's Own Responsibilities for
Financial Aid.

The majority of the narticinants felt

that students who receive financial aid should work
during the summer if they are not enrolled in classes.
At the end of the program, the subjects were considerably more likely to disagree with the notion that
(1) a student who is not willing to work for the
financial aid that he receives does not deserve a
college diploma, and (2) a student whr applies for
financial aid should be willing to accept whatever
might be made available.

The members of the workshop

were nearly unanimous in their agreement that most
students are quite uninformed about the different
types of aid that might be available to them.

The

noted changes in these responses over the two week
period suggest that the financial aid officers became
considerably more empathetic toward the student's
social, educational and financial needs.
b.

Perceptions of Administrative Problems in Financial
Aids.

It was found that at the end of the two -week

session, the participants were considerably more likely
to consider the needs of the student while faced with

situations which might impede their own job performance.

They were much more likely to indicate that they would
take time off from a busy schedule to see students who
were late for appointments and they all am-eed that
reducing the amount of paperwork for students is a
major problem.

Again, at the conclusion of the seminar,

t1 ,2y were much more likely to indicate that they would

be willing to finance "risky" students; aid they were
considerably less certain about the notion that the best
measure of a successful program is based upon the number
of students who graduate.

Finally, virtually all of the

participants declared that most college administrators
and faculty members are almost remarkably uninformed
about the requirements, the responsibilities, the duties
and the importance of student financial aid administration.
c.

Perceptions of Problems with Minority and Disadvantaged
Students.

In this area, it is apparent that, once again,

the two-week session was instrumental in defining and
highlighting the different problems of various tyres of
students.

At the end of the program, the particinants

were more likely to agree that it might be appropriate
for needy students from deficient educational backgrounds
to receive grants along with reduced course loads.

Most

of them felt that such a practice would in no way reduce
the current academic standards in most colleges and
Universities.

On the other hand, there was no evidence

that the group would generally resort to any type of

"reverse discrimination" in their dealings

students--this was true no matter if the bases for
relationship might be racial, ethnic or

The-

were slightly more likely to state that it is more

-

tart to help the poor student than it is to help the
student from a middle class or upper class background,
but trey also agreed that there should be more programs
available to help the latter kinds of students.
d.

Attitudes About Human Nature.

The participants, both at

the beginning and at the end of the workshop, were
decidedly mixed in their opinions about whether or not
colleges and universities should try to reform society.
At the end of the two-week period, about half of the
enrollees felt that this should be the case, about onethird did not know for sure, and one-fifth disagreed.
On the other hand, most of the respondents seemed to feel
that social problems such as poverty and unemployment
might be social rather than individual problems, for most
of them disagreed that these things are caused simply by

a lack of

power" or "motivation."

Somewhat sur-

prisingly, however, most of them did agree that "Human
nature being what it is, there will always be some who
are poor and unemployed."
4.

Perceptions of Adequacy of Current Student Financial Aid Programs.

There was a general agreement among the program participants that
there are not enough programs currently available for student
financial aid.

The inadequacies of the current program, they

felt, would not be ameliorated merely by more efficient
administration.

Hence, there was a reneral consensus that

there should be increased federal aid to higher education.
There was a slight increase among those who answered that
"Some financial aid programs smell of socialism," but some
unsolicited comments such as "So what?," etc., make it
difficult to interpret this finding.
5.

Participants' Reactions to Prosram Content and Presentations.
Although a great many topics were covered at varying lenrths
and depth, the particular discussions which seemed to be the
more favorably received seemed to be those which dealt with
(1) what is a financial aid officer, (2) what is he supposed
to do, and (3) what sorts of things are there for him to work
with, i.e., laws, rules, regulations, and current prospective
financial aid programs.

The subjects and presentations hich

did not seem to be accented quite as enthusiastically appeared
to be those concerning (1) philosorhies, (2) theories, (3) ethics,
and (4) the nature and scope of social issues, e.g., poverty,
race and ethnic relations, and Problems of the socially disadvantaged.

On the latter issue, many of the participants ex-

pressed their feelings that there had been a kind of "minority
group overkill" during the two days devoted to that topic.

C.

Recasnendat ions

What can be said on the basis of the above findings?

Briefly, we

believe that the research findings, our own observations and the comments

of program participants made to us in informal settings and on nuestion-

naire form support the following recommendations:
1.

In future workshops, more emphasis might be placed urn the
instruction of the facilitation of certain bureaucratic, an

administrative procedures, i.e., how to do tho book worw and
the handling of certain paper work in a more efficient manner.
The respondents of this narticular project expressed a Dositive
reaction to virtually all speakers who explained new federal
programs or who elaborated on present federal programs for
student financial aid.

Fifty percent of the participants

stated that the information which was the most valuable to
them was the technical guidelines for federal nrograms.
2.

There should be a complete bibliography made available- -this

would facilitate the location of related literature both for
new incumbents and for future workshop usage.
3.

There should be more opportunity for informal interaction
among participants, especially between whites and non-whites.
While 42 percent of the respondents reported that they had a
more positive feeling toward or a better understanding of
minority group problems, 25 percent of the participants
expressed a certain amount of dissatistaction with what was
termed an "overkill" of minority issues.

Very often,

suggestions and proposals proffered by whites elicited a 'Treat
deal of negativism and adverse reactions from non - whites and
visa versa.
4.

Various experts on cultural values and sub-cultural differences
should be introduced in sessions dealing with minority and

disadvantaged grouns.

The invrstitatorn hare the distin-,

impression that the majority of the progrim nartioinaot4
fully committed to rerformin, their responsibilities an t,...;

they )mmi host the problem is that they often vim* unaware
variations in various kinds of verbal and nrn-vertaa exrirr.RAinn.-.

(direct eye contect, for maple, has quite different meaninr.1
dependina an Whether one is working in a white or s rhiceop
mibculturs) as well as other kinds of adluptment problems.

I4

env such subcultural variations in expression, along with -thoT
unique behavioral and attitudinal oostfiFrntions, wary, mrrlv
defined and discussed, it mieht be anticipated that the orovram
participants would work diligently to mitigate misurtrieretaMin.

and
6.

misinterprotatians.

One suggestion for flats workshops which wes em pressed by th
pertiopents wee that smell grours discussions should be imple-

mnted at the beginning rsther than at the end of the wrestle*.
albs ream for this wee that scum felt that they die not havp
an opportunity to informalli interact with other smell group
members and that eons antagonisms were developed AS the nrogram

progressed (e.g., NM hemp been here for a whole week and today
is the first time that you hove even talked or acted kindly

toward ."). Ons problem seems to be that in an undirected

or unsupervised Waned mowing, people tend to overate on
the basis of grs-aminsnos, i.e., "Who is there in this Amur,
that is likely to like

and like the thimPs that 1 say ?"

Conesquently, langhained People associate with long hairost

blade Rigs frisi

with blacks' Ohioans, oorwresete with

Chicanos; and the white-shirt-suit-and-tie rrnu-,

itself away from the others.

As a result, geoTqr

el
ir

with uther members of the workshop who qhared similar attitud,s,
beliefs and opinions and failed to discuss these with thole 'f
differing peraussions.

At the end of the first week, there was

an apparent clique structure and a type of polarization.
6.

In the future, more aphasia should be placed on the financial
aid officer's reeponsibilities in counseling.

The outioinant-1

in this particular workshop appeared reluctant to molore this
perticular area.

A rather lam* and vocal IMINIOnt of the

Mni4-

shop enrollees expressed their hesitancy about involving thmselves in this type of student relationehip.

This might h

beosuee (1) there are already too many responsibilities that

the financial aid officer must assume without this particuiAr

additional burden; (2) financial aid officers mw not feel an if
they have the necessary training and qualifications for coun-

seling; or (3) they my feel that their particular role in the
academic community should nepete the need to counsel And thaw

should only be ;mourned with the administration of funds.

It

is our belief. Weever, that in fUture workshops the partici-

pants should alone the gulunsiamof student counselinp reeerding certain functional aspects (nem and present grogram. etc.)
sad psychmlomioal aspects (e.g. support of the student in the

interefaw situation. Dimities remotion to

Amin,

the student, etc.).

the WWII participants should be made to explore the

bases upon mhidh they might be resistant to such reemnsibilitiee.

7.

It is suggested that other °oilere adviinictritors ind 'in

members should become increasingly involved ir

such

nr,-,/ c-

.

The program Participants very heartily avreed that thesP
of academic personnel are almost totally irnorant of th.'
nature and purpose of student financial aids.

sr t y

.

It is urroht

that steps be immediately undertaken to msolvi this,
a difficulty which exists for administrators, faculty reeir-,

financial aid persoel and for the students.
9.

The field trips Were a success, but some of the martirirvu-t

were not very enthusiastic about the entire group descerrlinv
upon a migrant labor camp and an Indian reservation.

Tble

might be done in small groups and perhaps a bit more subtle in
its approach ("It is just like taking the kindergarten rlass to

seethamonkeys in the zoo."). The concept of field trim (keg
emert an impact, and a nowerful one at that. but

r could be

implamaseted with more discretion.
9.

The length of the wor5 4hop--two wmeks--appears r-

Mint of the respondents felt that this neriod of

1-P- was "Jlrlf

Right."
10.

Considerably more emphasis should be given to the (1i4^rent
kinds of problems that various types of students :91n be exroctel
to encounter on the college campus.

As noted in the section on

findings, many of the participants feel that they should Deems
involved in recruiting the disadvantaged; msnv of them felt that
it might be appropriate to give grants and reduced ociree 10400

to such students; and some of them even came to recognize the
difficulties that these persons mien have in obtaining sum er

work and therefore wouldn't demand this as A prerequisite fir,

the continuance of financial aid--but them wee, nary whn
seemed to believe that opportunity should
is indicated by the findings that many of

Thi-1

that they

,

should not finance a student Who had failed the first year of
college.

One year is a very short time for a student to make

the transition from a lifetime of societal exclusion to that
of a white-oriented carpus situation.
11.

Finally, it cannot be too strongly emphasized that much wry.

research

at be done in this entire area.

This nerticular

study, based upon a very small sample. must be viewed As an
exploratory stalest.

can be need

The findings of this nroiect, however,

'guideline in the fommulation of futur.

shape mod as Al immedretive basis for the results.

A number of

attitudinal mmismtations have been identified in this writ
whidh may hens a direct bearing upon time whole impact of the
financial aid endsamor.

It is to be sealed that empirical

assessments such as this one can and eEll be employed in
future attempts of program isiplementetaon, evaluation, and

basic and applied research.
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SNORT TERM TRAINING PROGRAM FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATORS
AND OTHER STUDENT ASSISTANCE PERSONNEL - JULY 9, - JULY 21, 1972

AVMs
JULY

9, SUNDAY

All Day

.Registration and Check -in

JULY 10, MIDODAy

9:00 - 9:15
9:15 - 9:45

9.45 - 10:15
10:15 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:00
1:00 - 4:00

Welcome - Dr. Vern Irsersd, Director of Development and Institutional Research, Idah, state University
Overview and Purpose - A general explanation of the trainit.g
program iscioling aims and goals. Questions and
discussion s..11 be entertained; Kathleen McCullough
and David illeehmell
Course Registration

Meek
Philosophy Developmems - The first of daily 30 minute sessions
devoted to iodividual reflection of personal and
inatituthemmil mbileeophy of staident financial aad,
particuLarky km relation to the disadvantaged student
Kathleen INMELlams4
Work Session, Dr. Cliff Wpm, Assistant Professor of Sociology,
Idaho Steele lbiversttv
Basic Federal Student add !regrows - as overview and revsk r of
the three reek aid programs; Tom Monahan, Prcgcam

Offices, MOE sims VIII
6:30

Ross Mask Sestinas

- 11, TUESDAY
6:00 - 12:01,

1:00 - 3:00

Need Amelysis - Amememeeselos of the general methods of seed
analysis imelOlog 'De proposed federal system;
Rich Sleek, WOK Ormeal Offime, Washington. D-C.
Natiomel Defense Spirt bias Iowa* - Case studies Cc typical
and atyphmi. weellsomieme followed by role paslikag
Situatismaegovebilie perticipasts; David Peskims,
Director Alt ilsedaset Services, College of Sews: keen

3:00 - 5:00

Idaho, amillash, 40140
idueatiemal Opposes:mem Demme Psegram - Case stadtes and trotcal
and atyphme wppibleatiems followed by role plaid mg,
situation, wrwerielog participaets; Jerry Martiew....
Student S umal ftindmilis Program Officer, USOE Manion
VIII, and Ams, 011411

A Yis, ISIEM
5 :00 - 10:00

10:00 - 12:00

sod Nemelopmeem of Work Opportunities College Work Study Vt
Ogee steams At Of see as action discussion om
demelopmesm si deft ogyortualtims, both on- and orioseess; 110111111111410t, Streeter of Financial Aid,

Vaboorster at IMO mud Om, Gonid
rig Cory of Mewled ,hd emu Mks Oslo of eke Financial Aid offic,::
A Primommotten ors see history of financial aid with
special eimplbwisa on peniessiamal developacnt of Ow
thillettai arts 40111101 awns Nelson, College Entrdcc.
Onsmisramm waste Now York City
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WEDDISDAY (cont.)
1:00 - 4:00

Recent Congressional Action and the New Legislation; James
Nelson

JULY 13, THURSDAY
0:00 - 4:00

Field Trips, Fort Hall Indian Reservation and American Falls
migrant labor camp - Small groups will visit different
areas of the reservation and the labor camp with the
opportunity to discuss living conditions and other
sabjects with residents and administrative personnel;
Roy Urrea and Bernadine Ricker, Talent Search, Idaho
State University.

JULY 1.4, 111261

8:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 12:00

1:00 - 4:00

Review and Evaluation - The week's activities will be discussed,
unanswered questions resolved and time spent on any
areas that the participants desire. A mid - program
evaluation at the direction of Dr. Bryan will be
conducted; Gary Gould
Regional Advisory Council - The purpose and accomplishments t
the Region X, Division of Student Assistance, Advzsery
Council will be presented; Ed Baseheart, Financia'
Aid Program Officer, USOE Region X.
Management Calendar - In order to facilitate organization or
the highly complex functions of the aid office, a
model yearly calendar will be constructed and discuss...Id;
id Baseheart.

JOY 17, SAY
:00 - 4:00

8400 - 12:00
1 :00 - 4:00

JULY 18,

Relating the Financial Aid Office to the Counselims
Deeds of Students.
The Financial Aid Officer as Counselor; Dr. Martin Brooks,
Counseling Center, Idaho State University
Theories and Techniques of Counseling; Dr. Arthur P. Lloyd,
Chairman, Department of Counselor Education and
Special Education, Idaho State University.

Overview:

8DAY

40 - 12:00

Special Educational Services - Personnel of the trio programs
and other related agencies will explain their serval...,
and entertain questions; David Ayarra, Director,
Upward Bound, Idaho State University; Bernadine Rictuer,
Director, Talent Search, Idaho State University; Billinell
Crely, Director, Student Special Services, Idaho Reece
University; Charles Mitchell, Director, Minority Adiairs,
Vniversity of Washington; Gilbert Teton, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Fort Hall, Pablo Fuentes, Idaho Ndonmnt
Council, Boise, General consultant, Claricy Smith,
Student Special Services Program Officer, USOE Ragmen X.
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TUESDAY (cont.)
1:00 - 4:00

Recruiting the Disadvantaged - A panel discussion with several
of the morning participants and including other
involved personnel will discuss problems and methods
of recruitment; Dick Winder, Director of Admissions,
College of Idaho; Tim Hayhurst, Director of Admissions,
Idaho State University; David Ayarra; Rodney Sheppard,
Idaho State University student; Ella Hiverda, Counselor,
Kimberly High School; Bernadine Ricker; Charles
Mitchell, Dr. Martin Brooks, moderator.

5:30
JULY 311, h

Police Cabin Seminar

i4Y

8:00 - 12:00

Psychology, Sociology and Economics of the Disainmt.aged - A
panel discussion isinkving a student manner of each
of three minority groups and professi-mal persons,
also from each minority group. a thorough explanation
of all facets of the special smeds of the disadvantaged
will be presented. Marry Swiseer, Director, Special
Educational Services, Idaho Stare Unimersity; Bernadine
Richer; Charles Mitchell; Blanca Ingram, Talent Search;
Roy Urrea, Wade Boom and Rainey Sheppard, Idaho
State University students; Dr. Brooks and Dr. Bryan,
moderators.

1:00 - 4:00

Contiemition of Morning Topic, Small Creep Discussions - Program
participants will form small gemap sessions to continue discussions and points et view presented in
the morniag session. Panel members will be group
leaders.

JULY 20, TODAY,
8:10 - 4:00

Psychology, Sociology and Economics of the Disadvantaged, Con. the basic format of Wedmesday's sessions will be continued

JULY 21, FRIDAY

8:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 1:30
1:30 - 3:00

Smarm and Evaluation - Post - program measurement will be administered. Time will also be allowed for completion
of narrative of personal philosophy of student financial
aid; Dr. Vim= and David Blackwell.
Luncheon:

Anticipswred Trends in Student Financial Aid

Final Problems and Uswesolved Questions - Gary Gould

Code i!

(Cols # 1,2)

PROGRAM EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

SHORT TERM TRAINING PROGRAM FOR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRA1MS AND OTHER
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PERSONNEL - July 9 - July 21, 1972
Introduction.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to help us to assess the impict of thiA pre;J:.:m
upon all participants. The data to be gathered will ba treated as group data - no in.rictly conpt
dividuals shall be identified at any time. All information shall b.
or. flryou
fidential and handled exclusively by an independent outside evaluator
the ISU Department of Sociology. In order to help us in these .!Ilectives, we urge you
to be as truthful and honest as possible. The first few questions arc aii4:!(1 61 stamlard
this will help us to L,ssess what kinds of
biographical background characteristics:
The second group of quo:;tions are pripersons are presently serving in Financial Aid.
marily indicators of various attitudes and opinions. It is this area which is of th
greatest concern to this research. Your cooperation will be sinruroly appreciated.
It
0 you upon ronue::t.
The results of this evaluation study will be made availabl,
is hoped that the findings will be helpful in providing direct.on for tutu:e programs .
Thank you for your help and cooperation.
is

3.

Sex:

Male

4.

Age:

Under 20

5.

What state are you from?

6.

What is your current level of educational attainment?
Less than 8.A.
Ph.D

7.

Do you plasm to further your fennel educative?

8.

How long have you worked at your present lob?
1-3 years
4-6 years
Less than a year

9.

Female
20-25

26-30

36-40

31-35

41-50!

Over 51

No

Yes

Over 7 years

What occupation did you hold for the longest time before your prescr -c job?

10.

Have you participated in any in-service training programs or workshops prior to
this one? Yes
No

11.

What is your annual salary?
Less than $5000
$5000-$6999
$11,000-12,999
$13400-14 , 999

12.

In which type of
Junior or
Technical
Four year
Public
Private

$7000-11,999

$15,000m16,999

school do you presently serve?
Community College
School
College or University

$9000-10,999
Over $1-7,000

-213.

If your duties include other than the administration of student firtar ial aid,
please indicate:

In the following section, please circle the number which best reflects voi,
opinion:
1 = Strongly Agree; 2 = Agree; 3 = Don't Know or Undecided; 4
5 = Strongly Disagree.
Don't Know
Strongly
Agree
14.

I am generally satisfied with my

or

Agree

Undecided

Strongly
Disagree

1

2

3

4

S

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

The ad, inistration of fisancial assista-l-c can be properiy accomplished
only b; financial aivk officers.
1

2

3

4

5

A major problem facing financial aid
officers is that of reducing the
amount of paperwork tor students.
1

2

3

4

5

job.
15.

16.

Dis.u;ree

I think I will make my present job
a life-time career.
The primary function Jou a financial

aid officer is to as=st students
in obt.inin3 financial. assistance.
17.

18.

W. There should be more rigorous

20.

21.

22.

23.

34.

standards for finanomml aid
officers.

1

2

3

4

5

The primary function of the financial aid officer is to counsel
students in the use c. programs
which are de!,ened to help them.

1

2

3

4

5

Most students are prerty wellinformed about the apwopriate
types of financial ampistance
which is available to them.

1

2

3

4

5

There is little agrommmmt among
financial aid officers with reupset to national goads_

1

2

3

4

5

The position of a fiummeimi aid
administrator is primmetly a
student service.

1

2

3

4

5

The job of a financial aid officer
is primarily admiaistratime in
nature.

1

2

3

4

5

Don't Know
Strongly
Atirt

or
Aurcc_

Undcided

.

adminiArators and

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

faculty
mhers do not tnuhrstand the importance of financial aid.

1

2

3

4

Most college administrators and
faculty members do not understand
the job requirements and responsibilities of financial aid administrators.

1

2

3

4

The programs which are available now
are quite adequate to meet the needs
of students.
1

2

3

4

5

The programs which are now available
would he quite adequate if they were
only properly administered.
1

2

3

4

5

There is a definite need for specific academic or credential requirements to upgrade the profession.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

There is a definite lack of adequate
workshops, programs and seminars
for financial aid officers.
1

2

3

4

5

It is more important to aid the poor
student than it is to aid the student from a middle class family.
1

2

3

4

5

The hest criterion for determining
whether to grant aid to a student
is his past academic success.

1

2

3

4

5

There are not enough financial aid
programs for middle and upperclass students.

1

2

3

4

5

A student who applies for financial
aid should be willing to accept whatever might he made available.
1

2

3

4

5

There is a definite need for more
"humanization" in the financial
aids profession.
The best way to obtain the needed
knowledge for financial aid adminiistration is on-the-job training

-4
Don't Know

Strongly
Agree
37.

or

APrce

Undocided

Ii;.

1

,

4

I i i

Tf we coMAAme to fn.inx so maw..
"d ,:advant g,d" student :: with po.-r-

educational hlchzrounds, w will
reduce colle;:o standards and impair
the progress: of the nation.
38

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

Needy students with deficient educational backgrounds should be given
grants and reduced course loads.
1

2

3

4

5

Collnes and universities should
cease trying to reform society.

1

2

3

4

5

Most people who do not get ahead
simply lack motivation.

1

2

3

4

5

human niturc being what it is,
there will always be some who
are poor and unemployed.

1

2

3

4

5

I feel that the work of a financial
aid administrator is very importamt.1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Many of the things that I have to do
iu my job go against my better
judgement.
1

2

3

4

5

A student who is not willing to work
for the financial aid that he receives does not deserve a college
d iploina.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

It has never been explained to me
just what the scope and responsibi1 4Lies of a financial aid adminis..rator should be.

45.

66.

47.

48.

49.

1 favor increased federal aid to
higher educat ion.

1

2

3

4

5

Somc financial aid programs smell
of socialism.

1

2

3

4

5

Mo:it people who don't get ahead
just don't have enough will
power.

1

2

3

4

5

University administrators have tem
much control over financial aid
procedures and regulations.

1

2

3

4

5

-5-

Strongly
Agree
50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

Wat

Don't Know
or
Undecided Disagree

Strongly
Di s,i v,rov

Financial Aid administrators .hould
continee to give aid to those individuals who fail to meet academic
requirements during their first
year in college.

1

2

3

4

5

One of the bast measures of the
successful financifil aid program
is the number of students who
fraduale under the program.

1

2

3

4

5

All other things being equal (need,
ability, potential, etc.), a male
should receive priority over a
female in financial aid, for the
man will be the breadwinner in our
society.

1

2

3

4

5

Al!. things being equal (need, ability, potential, etc.), minority group
members houid be given preference
1
when seeking financial aid.

2

3

4

5

Financial Aid administrators should
not concern themselves with the total
amount of indebtedness that a student incurs in obtaining an education. 1

2

3

4

5

55.

A national. Code of Ethics should
be developed for financial aid
administrators.

56.

Individuals who receive aid should
be required to work during the summer if they arc not attending
classes.

1

2

3

4

5

Because of the heavy burden on
financial aid officers, students
who are late for appointments
should be made to come back at a
later dale.

1

2

3

4

5

The administration of financial
aids should be kept completely
separate from other areas of
college administration.

1

2

3

4

5

Financial aid administrators should
become more involved in recruiting
disadvantaged prospective collee,e
students (e.g., going to
schools, into the conmsmaity, etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

57.

58.

59.

60.

The tor.:t adequate criteria

assistance is

61.

for dtcrmiuim who

The most important source of revenue for a

c

nt1(1 receive fimmci.11

'-!ge student should come fre,i,

62.

The area(s) of financial aid that needs the
most improvement or modification
is (arc):

63.

The most important aspect of my job as a financial
aid officer is

64.

The most redarding aspect of my job as a financial
aid officer is

65.

The most unrewarding part of my job as a financial,
aid officer is

Code
Cols 1,1)

Evaluation of Sessions and Presentations
FAA. I

Please rate each of the following areas in relation to the Short Term Training Progran.

ronday, July 10
Excellent
3.

4.

5.

6.

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poar

Overview and Purpose of Program:
Coals and ANs (Kathleen McCullough
and David Blackwell)

1

2

3

4

S

Philosophy Development
(Esthleen McCullough)

1

2

3

4

5

BaAc Federal Student Aid Programs
Overview of three basic aid programs
(Tom Monalmn)

1

2

3

4

5

Ross Park Seminar

1

2

3

4

5

Tuesdays.,

July 11

7.

Need Analysis (Ed laseheart)

1

2

3

4

5

$.

National Defense Student Loan,
Edncational Opportunity Grant,
College Work Study Pro4ram,Case
studies and role playing
(David Perkins and Gary Gould)

1

2

3

4

5

College Wock Study Programs and
Development of Work Opportunities
(Harold Weight and Gary Gould)

1

2

3

4

5

History of Financial Aid and the
Role of the Financial Aid Officer
(James Nelson)

1

2

3

4

5

Recent Congressional Action and the
New legislation
(Amex Ne leon)

1

2

3

4

S

1

2

3

4

Acli_1211.11
9.

10.

11.

sinFc
12.

_ix 13

Review and EvAluation
(Dr. Aryan and Gary Gould)

5

2

Excellent

ViLtiCood

Regional Advisory Council
(Ed Baseheart)

1

2

3

4

5

Management Calendar
(Ed Basaheurt)

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Would you say that, in 4enaral, the
workshop would be rated as:

1

2

3

4

In general, woad you say that other
participants feel that the workshop
has been:

1

2

3

4

13.

14.

Corti,

Fair

Poor

Frldaya.,July 14
15.

Field Trips - Fort Hall and
American Falls

5

5

To date, what parts of the workshop have been the most valuable fur you?

To date, what parts of the workshop have been the least seaningful and could have been
eliminated?

What suaEestioas would you have that would nako this workshop more meaningful and
ffectIvo during the remaining time period?

Code

Evaluation of Sessions and Presentation
PART II

Please rate each of the following areas in relation to the Short-Term Training Frei;r,im.

Excellent

Monday, Jull 17
18.

19.

Very Good

Geed

Fair

Poor

Financial Aid Officer as Counselor
(Dr. Martin Brooks)

1

2

3

4

5

Theories and Techniques of Counseling
(Dr. Arthur P. Lloyd)

1

2

3

4

5

(Panel from trio pro3ram and other
related agencies)

1

2

3

4

5

Recruiting the Disadvantaged
(Panel Discussion)

1

2

3

4

5

Psychology, Sociology and Economics
of the Disadvantagzd (Panel Discussion)

1

2

3

4

5

Psychology, Sociology and Economics
of the Disadvantaged (Small Groups)

1

2

3

4

5

Seminar - Outdoor Amphitheator

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Tucsdaz, July 18
20.

21.

Special Educational S:s.rviccs

Wed"erclaZiJAL21
22.

23.

24.

211.9:1±.1.12111_20
25.

26.

Psychology, Sociology and Economics
of the Disadvaniagcd (Moe' Discussion)
Psychology, Sociololy, and Economics
of the Dit:advantaL;ed (Small Groups)

PleaL rate the I aluwing items
27.

Facilities (on Campus) were:

28.

Length of Workshop was:

Excellent

Too Short.

Very Good

Just Right

Good

Fair

Too Long

Poor

2

29.

Would you say that:
4o:.t of the infurmatioT
Som of the informatio
None of the informatio.

was new to me

,Tesented in
resented was ne
.As new to me

Would you please describe your experiences in the sma
the following items. What were your basic reactions
N,
Sometimes
Often
2
1
30. Fear
2
1
Frtntration
31.
2
1
32. Negative
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

40.
41.
42.

.ssions by checking
ips you were in!

.

Nervolulne;:s

1

2

Informative

1

2

_

Worth.qhile

1

2

3

And; 2r

1

3

Excitement
Resentmeat
Boredom
Awareness

1

2
2

1

2

1
1

2
2

Understandiv7,

1

2

3
3
3
3

3

Other (Please specify)

43.

hid you express your feelings in the small group?

44.

IL not, why not

45.

What information in the Short Term Training Pref..-

No

the most valuable for

you?

lave been eliminited?

46.

What information was the least meaningful or couLl

47.

What sur,,estions would you have that would make a similar workshop more effective
in the future?

48.

11 you kle IL to do over again, would you enroll in this workshop (niven the safro
f:ormit. and personnel)?

Definitely yes
49.

Maybe

Unsure

Would you recommend Oils same type of workshop Lk,
Unsure
Definitely Yes
Maybe

.)bably Not
r

Definitely Not

financi;.1 aid offieer:':

rrobably Not

Ik fin?

11

InEVIEW at riDERAL STMO

FIMPACIAL AIDS Pku7AAMS

Erotm SHORT-TEK4

PROGRAM

Idaho Stai,
Pocatello, Idaho

-21, 1972

Read ea.18 4,10-rion quickly and angwor7-tp
lestions as be
Those qamstmrs you are neat sure
moo lot be answered.

v

1.

MDEA aw an abbreviation fa-

2.

CWOF am an abbreviation foi

3.

The abbreviation BOG stands +vv.

4.

The first of these federal sioalmrt fiviimmcial aids provided I,-

Compress was the NMEA, signed

sar

Anal

5.

The Sec program was provided to vw-laum. act?

6.

lo wharf veer?

7.

What mutt provided for the Colima, 4OP?

8.

Wbee?

9-11

can.

Cammmmily speaking, there are three cAnomas of students that are
not oftgible for any of the three cabbage-based financial aid

prawn's.
(a)
12.

(b)

(c)

Serimmos otherwise eligible sem as

rat Least

amehmoirlsours inveigler bo ummisionnenbor a Work-Study job for an
1St.

airionet ry

13

MOOR berme have a

14.

lbw gore period/by MIA ismesseeneele

Z

it

*leers 'ardent assns to be at Meet disomIlf-tims student at ar

-7

rte

15-16 EM funds arc awarded In two
and (b)
17.

The institution signs a document
w4
of Education after eligibility is
;;AOIC
awarded to ree institution.
This reek

18.

A student who has not received heel fr
either the current year or the pumviot
declared as a dependent on his faner
is considered

19.

the U.S. kormuNsionel
but befor funds arc
called

how or his parents for
nd has net been

yea:

4011

The minimum wage that may be paid ember

:a1N- return

SP regulacitmk

per hour.
20.

The maximum wage that may be paid Ara!

lee

SP regular:11nm

per hour.
21.

The institution may allow a umirk-suriv rewter- to work no more
than
hours per we
me the sewerage during am
quarter or semester.

22.

An
mknuld be on
file in support of the fact that a meedie is emancipated.

23-24

Name two conditions under which a slesidit mist the CWSP may
work 40 hours during a week.

25-26

A student must be enrolled for at Lwow a
academic load tl be
eligible for an NDEA loan. Name ma aims requirements of eligibility:
(a)
(b

27-28

Name at least two systems of need amelyehe
(a)

29.

(b)

(c

Advances based on NDEA loan award lassor
recipient on the

(d)

meet he gimped for by the

30-31 Former borrowers may cancel their nave St as 15% rate pesnieed
they are full-tins teachers of
or are teaching in a school district
AN
3R.

is hmerover he esepemmible to the
Moe the repayment of Odle MIRA lees.

-3-

At the present time there are 3 time intervals that an institution
may elect for their student borrowers'repayment plans.
What arc
they?
(a)

(c)

The difference between the family assets available and the educational cost is called

36

All institutions should have a reference document th-t states
policy and describes procedures to be followed by both students
in applying for financial aids and by staff in processing.
List
at least two reasons for such a document.

37--.111

(a)
(b)

At the time a student borrower leaves the institution, an exit
interview is a requirement.
State three purposes of the exit
interveiw.

39-41

(a)
(b)
(c)

42.

Which of the financial aids are graduate students ineligible for?

4,3.

Teacher cancellation should be extended to other professions such
as

Indicate if the following statements are True or False:
1.

An aCcumulatisa of 9 months away from school will cause the grace
period to expire.

2.

Student eligibility for federal financial aids is determined
by the institution.

3.

Once a student has established eligibility, he may participate in federal financial aids until he transfers to another
school or until he remakes age 21.

4.

Work-study students most be paid at least once a month.

S.

Work-study students may work for more than one supervisor.

G.

A work-study student may earn so more than his identifiable
need during an academic year.

-47.

All loons made under the NUE, program must be 1-_?-e by

. vidual

check.
8.

Both graduate and under=rad,..ate students must
8 hours to be eligible zor an IDEA loan.

9.

Cancellation privileges are avallesle for any
subsequently teaches in an approve° school.

--y at _east

--r-romew-

4n°

10.

A former borrower may cancel up to 50% of his 'vac az the rate
of 10% per year for five years of teaching in cli.zibie schools.

11.

A forest borrower 'may under certain conditions cauce. all of
his lean.

12.

The Federal Government has the responsibility for the collection of all loans.

13.

Annual repayment plans are the plans most often selected by
the student.

14.

Students nay empay their notes without penalty.

15.

Under certain conditions student borrowers can arrange to fulfill their repayment obligations without awing any interest.

16.

Student borrowers wbo subsequently teach way cancel a part of
their linen if their mashing is tn a publiz school.

17.

Any studeet may be assigned a CliSP job if be is willing to
work.

18.

Student earnings are nme considered in determining need.

19.

Under current regulatimms, a student may earn emeugh to brie
himself ineligible tar am LOG:

20.

At the present time, lbmwm is list enough ummsy Ls She 3O5P
awards to allow for etf-emmpem agreements.

21.

A student placed in a lissir-Siesity job in the summer, mime can

still lime at home is umgpimed to save 507 of his sormamps to

pay for his educational arras the following fall
21.

The Guementeed Lean Pregame is sometimes reared to am she
Federally Insured Loan Paegras.

23.

Illinset fends may he semeasmolled imam ems pengemm to ammeher
by Sholldrector et Seim Flmismcial Add ow 'temp.'s if
eggeemel of the Regions/ Dismstor of Migher MOmeatima.

26.

The Regional Director et nigher Educeadhoe has the amahertry to
transfer unused funds foss one iestieweine udebin the mt4ion

to amass institutlas if needed.
23.

It nomad be desirable it all SFA offimee hie ems bmwhipmead or

oppemisme is

-S-

71.

.

Z.

Student /isancial .id is sus emerging as a profess
college :Angus.

ir on tht

A profess _on must nave a =LOU! body of significant

Collecti."-m of NDEA _owns hsat weed institution
problems

bowledge.
any

10.

The exit .mstervise should be conducted by the

JO.

Most fismmcial aid Should be distributed on the ban-ability.

31.

Freshmen should be preen grants sr looms in prefereras the work may interfere with Mheix study time.

12.

No sere than 10% of any student- lady should be offemod student
fimencial aid.

33.

Deportmut heads should amp/my directly the help they need under
the Collage Work-Study Program.

buss office.
of academic

to work

3. An institution should laaasar member cancellation tr a borrower
if other schools are plIMMILAIllig cancellation for mme same
teaching.

Teacher cancellation Whomigi he stopped.
0.

37

A committee of humility and students ehould boom Memel authorin,
in regard to each individual ammmt.

A censitsme on student Pinamcial adds Amman amine its
activities to pedielems and maw as as appends agmmcy if

the

inntiumtkma.
38.

LK Removal, it atm. homppomgmiade to home ifs! -3rd students
emplogd is poeticisms doniamg sigh cemeidmmatal ifarmation.

39.

All immtitutional port-time empLegomma should he miler the
demectien se the dimmemer mf moist financial aim or should
bm-memeomemt by him.

49.

Caillsoprikmb-Stssig Prmgmme sit wet be used to moMeb V's.

4t.

nmembe Assail seleseift be einennimot and musided is eissims
eit ether 111noelei obi
.

4111..

Vat millomp is stable her Min mollestiam el sembeat loot
elnibmr Ow bees he =de b alma or bg Lis imetimmtion itself.
,

